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 “How’s that Unaré?” he said with smug superiority.  

 Avictus lifted his head, slowly. The ground was not a comfortable place to land, 

especially after receiving such an acuminous blow. The cretin signaled to his fellows; Avictus 

felt his legs being pinned to the ground.  

 “Didn’t hear me? I said: How’s that Unaré?” A boot quickly made its way across 

Avictus’ face. Blood poured from his mouth. 

 “Bit yer tongue eh? That’s no good. Still haven’t hadda word outta ya.” This time the 

boot came to a kidney. Avictus cringed in pain. He lifted his head again, to see his attacker. A 

short man with a noticeably missing hand stood above him. He wore a dark green coat; it was 

stained with mud and substances which Avictus could only guess at without the help of Iva. The 

man’s wound was still open, judging by the amount of blood seeping through the bandages 

extended over his wrist. 

 Did I do that? He dare not ask, it must have been quite recent. 

“Fuck you,” was all he was able to muster. The knife lodged in his left shoulder was 

bothering him more and more as the fenrial wore off. Speaking was difficult, but thinking 

wasn’t. Avictus tried to recall the impetus behind this exchange. Why is the man missing a hand? 

Is this a robbery? Revenge? Did I take his hand? Avictus was more curious than concerned 

though. 

His mind traveled.  

 He activated the final door control, and entered the bridge, rifle first. Marsil and 

Vikaeris had already made it. The navigator lay dead on the floor, but the pilot and another man 

were sitting on their knees with their hands behind their heads, with Marsil pointing his rifle at 

them.  

 Reality hit him again. This time it was a fist. His left temple throbbed. A sharp pinch 

could be felt as the chief cretin pulled the knife out of his back. Blood spewed from the wound, 

and spread across Avictus’ back and onto the road. 



 “Thought you supposed to be a Setnil? We got the jump on ya eh?” The man laughed, 

cackled. 

 “Tell your alien keepers you’re gunna have ta take a few days off,” he said as he sliced 

through Avictus’ left calf. “Ya shouldn’t meddle in other people’s affairs, ya know? I mean, I 

know yer paid to do it. But still, it ain’t proper and it ain’t right.” 

 The two lackeys let go of Avictus’ legs, since it was clear he had been immobilized. He 

gritted his teeth in pain. Avictus had felt pain before; he had endured enough in the military. He 

knew how to deal with it… but he was forgetting. An unhealthy self-medicating habit and 

swelling dejection were washing away his prowess and knowledge.  

A cold gale pressed on them, staggering the group’s leader momentarily, inducing a 

vulgar soliloquy pointed toward weather. A creaking windowpane could be heard in the 

disheveled building which stood in their shadow. There may have been inhabitants, maybe. If 

there were any, they certainly were not concerned with the rabble on the road. Prying rarely 

behooved one. 

 Avictus used his right hand to reach for the blue sash on his belt. He felt the tiny ovular 

shape of his salvation. But, he was interrupted. 

 “What’s this?” handless man said. “Couple’a doses of fenrial eh? Thanks very much, I’ll 

take that off ya, thanks very much.” 

 The handless man grabbed the sash and emptied it onto the road. At least 15 pills were 

there. His eyes glowed, he must have been a patient too. For fuck’s sake, it’s going to be a while 

before I can get another bottle. Which was an eager thought, given that there was still no 

promise of him leaving this incident with his life. Avictus cringed again, he was losing 

consciousness. 

 “Oh how inconsiderate o’me. Here, yer hurt, ya need a dose.” The handless man took a 

pill, or two, Avictus couldn’t see clearly, but he was doubtful that his attacker was showing 

mercy. He screamed as the handless man used his fingers to open the slice in his calf. 

 “One for this one…” he then moved to Avictus’ back and similarly inserted a pill where 

the knife had been just a few moments prior.  

 “There, that should help with the pain.” He howled with laughter, his lackeys joined. 

 The world was getting darker. Avictus felt consciousness slipping from him. Almost, just 

finish it. He was so disoriented that he didn’t see the boot coming at all. Then, darkness. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 

 

 

 Light. Too much light. As his eyes adjusted, Avictus reached for his blue sash. It wasn’t 

there. Right. He remembered yesterday’s festivities. Or did it happen today, or a week ago? He 

couldn’t see either of his wounds, but judging by the lack of pain, it had likely been a few days 

he decided. Where am I? It wasn’t a hospital. It wasn’t a cell either. He tried to get up. No. The 

pain from his leg’s wound was too great when the pressure of his weight was put on it. If I had 

some fenrial. He noticed a pitcher of water on the ground adjacent, he drank it completely. 

 He scanned his surroundings. A small room, four walls with chipping paint, almost no 

furnishing except this wooden bunk and a long glass table. And my armor, someone removed it. 

He checked his belt for his weapons, they weren’t there. Whoever had been rummaging through 

his things, or stealing them – had neglected to remove his bracelet. He traced his finger along the 

bracelet. 

 “Hello Avictus, your current status is ‘Moderately Injured.’ Your wounds have been 

sewn and dressed. I am detecting no permanent scarring. But you will need to rest. You should 

avoid confrontation in the future,” said Iva. 

 “Stop telling me what to do Iva, this is why I don’t activate you more often,” replied 

Avictus in a groggy, semi-serious tone. 

 “I cannot tell you what to do Avictus, you know that. I can only tell you to avoid injury.” 

Iva’s tone was calm and confidant. “I also want to note that had I been active 3 days 4 hours and 

22 minutes ago, you would not have sustained your current injuries.” 

 Avictus grimaced. “Yes, thank you Iva.” He moved on. “Where am I?” Before Iva could 

answer, the door across the room swung open. 

“Stop fighting with that damned computer of yours and get some rest!” His vision was 

still blurry due to the withdrawal. He couldn’t see the figure clearly as it got closer. He saw an 

arm reach out, but his reaction time was slowed. A needle stuck him. 

*** 

Voices could be heard, faintly. Avictus opened his eyes. Eyesight’s improving. When he 

saw the man standing at the far end of the glass table, he knew where he was. The woman 

opposite him however, was a mystery. She had short dark hair and a defiant yet confident stance. 

A sidearm was carefully camouflaged on her thigh, Avictus noticed. She wore a carnelian red 

suit which showed signs of wear, it was lightly plated with what he guessed was either carbon 

nanotube fiber or titanium. Expensive, but I don’t think she paid for it. Suits like that are not 

issued to ordinary citizens. As he continued to ponder, his tiredness took over again. 



*** 

“Get up,” said an obnoxiously disappointed voice. Avictus always wondered how Ortolo 

could express such disdain with such few words. “Your wounds are healed enough. It’s been 9 

days. You’re all patched up.” Ortolo didn’t approve of a few of Avictus’ habits, which he 

reminded Avictus each time they met. But there were no ill feelings between the two ex-soldiers. 

Ortolo was tall. His thick boots made him taller, and his large electroplated armor made 

him appear to have more vigor than he actually did. He wore it has a habit, as running raids, 

patrols, and skirmishes were also habits of his and his cohorts. 

“Thank you Ortolo. I have to go. I have to check in. If Aegis find me here –“ 

 “Not yet,” interjected Ortolo. He shook his head. “Why wasn’t Iva active?” 

Avictus was surprised by the question, but he shouldn’t have been. He answered, “You 

know why.” 

“Nah. I know how difficult it is to detect those things when they’re linked with your 

frontal lobe. That’s not the reason. You’re not trying to avoid being tracked.” Ortolo’s eyes 

narrowed, as if he was a hunter zoning in on cornered prey. “I’m assuming your sidearm was 

with you when you were attacked, what happened to it?” 

“Stolen I suppose, my dagger too.” 

Ortolo shook his head again. “No, what happened to your sidearm during the attack. Why 

didn’t you use it?” 

“I was stabbed in the fucking shoulder.” 

“Not your shooting shoulder,” Ortolo quipped back. 

“Fuck off,” Avictus didn’t like this intrusiveness. 

Ortolo expressionlessly stared at him for a few seconds, “Okay.” His point had been 

made. “A patrol found you bleeding in the road. The locals were friendly to us, they told us what 

they saw. You’re lucky.”  

“The woman?” asked Avictus. 

“Ah, yes. Broke into the base somehow, caught her right before she got to you. She was 

genuine though. She said she had a case,” replied Ortolo. There was a tint of suspicion in his 

voice. 

“And you told her Sentinels don’t take private contracts?” Avictus knew that he would 

have. 

Ortolo nodded, “She insisted it was important, but would only speak with you. She may 

return.” 

Although Avictus’ interest was piqued by the mysterious woman, and her case, he would 

not accept private work. His legal status as a Sentinel depended on him only receiving 

assignments from Sentinel Command. 

“Back to Aegis?” inquired Ortolo. 

“Yes, I will have to leave tonight and travel to the Capital District’s port – I can’t be seen 

traveling from a resistance base.” 

“We have a shuttle bringing a shipment of resources to Aegis tomorrow morning. Mostly 

steel and grain. Leaves from Farragut Station. Take that. If they ask questions, they’ll only find 

out that the resistance aided an Aegis Sentinel when others left him to die. In fact, you are 

getting on that shuttle tomorrow morning. Aegis doesn’t care that we’re trying to overthrow the 

government. They do care that their Sentinels are operational. The more we can convince them 

that we hold the power and the government doesn’t, the better it will be…”  

 “There’s more to that sentence,” Avictus noted. “You’re planning something.” Another 



suicide assault? If the resistance wants to show Aegis that it wields power, they’re not doing a 

very good job. 

Ortolo didn’t respond, “You’re free to keep this bunk and explore the base here until 

then, I trust you enough for that.”  

“You mean, I’m allowed to explore the base, because you won’t let me leave?” Avictus 

knew the answer to this question, but he wanted to vocalize his point nonetheless. 

“War makes devils of us all,” shrugged Ortolo. 

Avictus smirked momentarily. Ortolo left the room. 

“Iva, where are my weapons?” 

“Stolen Avictus, your acquaintances from your last meeting took it,” replied Iva in her 

standard, neutral tone. 

Avictus laughed a bit. He liked Iva. She was a virtual intelligence, but her programmer 

gave her a plethora of human qualities; sarcasm being one of them. He wasn’t supposed to still 

have her. Iva was standard issue to Avictus’ former paramilitary unit, but the unit didn’t exactly 

have an organized dissolution. He wasn’t completely lying when he told Ortolo that he needs to 

be careful about activating Iva. The government would not allow him to keep her if they knew 

she was still installed. Technically she could not be turned off; the hardware in his brain would 

need to be removed to completely deactivate Iva. But when inactive, Iva was not traceable. Of 

course, this also meant she cannot advise unless active. 

Avictus slowly stood up, the pain from his wounds was much less bothersome than it had 

been during his previous bouts of being awake. He exited his room to discover the building he 

was in was mostly abandoned. Ortolo didn’t want anyone to know I was here. Smart. A few 

metallic desks lined the far wall of the building’s main room. A security guard stood at the front 

door, he motioned to Avictus indicating that he may leave the building. 

As Avictus stepped out into the cold evening air, he activated Iva. Hoping for some 

insight, and company. Generally, Iva stayed silent unless Avictus presented her with a query or 

remark. On occasion she updates Avictus on his medical status (especially when it changes), his 

surroundings, and relevant news that affects his work. Avictus didn’t speak to her, but he liked 

knowing she was there.  

The building Avictus had been kept in appeared to be in the rear of the complex. On the 

same side as the armory and barracks, headquarters station, and research lab as far as he could 

tell.  Not every building in the complex was in use though, many of them were too damaged to 

be utilized. It had been 137 years since the third Great War, but the destruction it brought still 

occupied much of the world. Although the history of the last 200 years wasn’t secret, it was little 

known amongst the citizens. Avictus only knew of certain details due to his military training. 

The government has archives which detail this history, but they are secured and guarded. 

As Avictus walked further from the periphery of the complex, members of the resistance 

could be seen going about their nightly business. He heard a surge of laughter come from the 

barracks, the comforting bang of rifle fire coming from the armory, and he saw several units 

practicing their drills in the courtyard outside of headquarters. He did miss being on a base, this 

environment called to him. But he wouldn’t join the resistance. And he certainly would not join 

the military again. 

Avictus found the base’s med station. It was locked. He picked the lock easily using his 

pocket tool. The door swung open to a dark and large room filled with cots and tables, no one 

occupied any of them though. The med station only had three rooms: one for patients, one for 

medical staff, and one for supplies. Avictus went for the supply room, which was hidden 



between two large radio imaging machines in the dim hallway between the patient room and the 

staff room. The supply room was small, made smaller by the litany of medicines, equipment, and 

files strewn about the room. He quickly found some fenrial, a standard pain reliever for battle-

sustained wounds. Though, he took it when he didn’t have wounds too.  

 “You! What are you doing?!” a doctor wearing a worn lab coat and standard medical 

headgear stood in the doorway of the supply room. 

 “Figured I could pick up a bottle of my medicine while I was here doc,” Avictus 

answered sarcastically. He knew that tone wasn’t the best choice, but he maintained it anyway.   

 Surprisingly, the doctor quipped back, “Show me a medical order, and I’ll show you 

medicine.”  

 Avictus smirked. There were a few seconds of silence. It was broken, but not by either of 

their voices. 

 The base’s alarm blared; a computer generated voice could be heard over the 

loudspeakers spread throughout the base, “ASSUME DEFENSIVE PROCEDURE, EXTERIOR 

PERIMITER BREACHED, REPORT TO EMERGENCY STATIONS AND AWAIT FOR 

INSTRUCTIONS FROM YOUR CO.” 

 “Do you have weapons here?!” Avictus inquired as he rummaged through the supplies 

for anything useful. He found a surgical knife. The doctor shook his head. “Stay put, get down. 

Hide under the desk.” 

 The doctor shook his head, “I’m not defenseless.” 

 Avictus nodded and motioned to the doctor to follow him. “Stay low… what’s going 

on?” 

 “We’ve had a few of these before. Scavengers and cretin. Otherwise, if not that…” 

Avictus knew what that meant. If it wasn’t scavengers this time, that would mean the 

government has found this base. “We need to get a better view,” Avictus demanded. 

“Upstairs, we can get on the roof – you won’t be able to see the entire base, but we’ll 

have a vantage point for HQ and the barracks at least. And the wall behind us,” said the doctor 

while pointing toward a small stairwell. 

 They navigated the small stairwell, it led to a ladder which extended downward from the 

ceiling. At its top was a ceiling panel with a handle on it. Avictus slowly opened the panel, he 

could hear rifle fire in the distance, “Iva, how far?” 

 “The last round was released 167 meters southwest of this location,” she replied in an 

instant. Several more shots could be heard. 

 Fuck, we’ll be one of the first buildings they get to once they break through the main 

wall. Avictus had noticed the main wall on his walk earlier, it wouldn’t withstand a moderate 

explosive blast, which he was sure was about to occur any second. 

 As Avictus lay prone on the med station’s roof, he could start to see silhouettes appear 

just outside of the main wall. Several vehicles followed the foot soldiers, two were armor plated 

personnel carriers and the third was a large plated gun truck. These aren’t regular scavengers. 

He saw two scavengers running toward the wall with what looked like plastic explosives. 

Dammit, if I had a rifle right now. They disappeared behind the wall, and reappeared several 

seconds later. A moment after that, a piercing explosion sounded throughout the area. A cloud of 

smoke and fire appeared where there was previously wall. Figures holding rifles and other 

weapons could be seen entering through the newly made entrance to the base. Avictus estimated 

there were at least 40 of them before it was time to set up in the med station. He left the roof and 

jumped back down the shoot to the stairwell. 



 “Okay doctor, we are likely going to fight. That sidearm in your lab coat, are you 

trained?”  

 “A little. For situations like this,” he replied with a nervous tone. Avictus could feel his 

fear. 

 “Listen, we’re going to set a trap. I’m not dying here tonight. Turn on the lights in the 

patient room. You will stay in the supply room, don’t open the door until you receive the signal,” 

ordered Avictus. 

 “What’s the signal?” 

 “I don’t know yet, be vigilant.” Avictus quietly made his way to the med station’s staff 

quarters, and positioned himself next to the door sill on the inside of the room. He closed the 

door, turned off the light, and equipped the surgical knife.  

 Boot steps could be heard come from the patient room. Four of them, maybe five. He 

listened as the group’s footsteps grew apart. They’ve split up to search, good. Bullets whizzed by 

outside of the building, Avictus could hear a full blown fire fight occurring in the courtyard. The 

door to the staff quarters opened slowly, Avictus focused his breath and prepared. Two figures 

entered one after another, both dressed in black pajamas and wielding rifles. Just a few more 

steps. The scavengers scanned the dark room, not thinking to look behind them. Avictus quickly 

closed the door, banishing all light from the room. The scavengers panicked and wailed in the 

darkness, Avictus reached the closer of the two and stuck the surgical knife through his throat. 

He left it there as the body fell to the ground, draining of life, in order to quickly bring his arms 

around the other scavenger’s neck. He struggled to free himself, to no avail. Avictus removed the 

knife from the first kill. 

 He opened the staff quarter’s door quietly. Good, undetected still. The other scavengers 

were searching the patient room. He saw two of them. Avictus took a deep breath, and then 

steadied himself. He exited the staff room and walked the short hallway to the main room. The 

hallway light was dim, the scavengers assumed it was their cohorts returning from the other end 

of the building. 

 The surgical blade cruised through the air and landed somewhere in the closest 

scavenger’s face. The other screamed and cursed. He tried to take aim at Avictus, but the 

Sentinel was too quick. He feinted to the left and then kicked at the scavenger’s weapon. The 

rifle fired several rounds into the ceiling as Avictus fought with the scavenger for control of it. 

The scavenger was trained in hand to hand combat, but he was no match for Avictus. Avictus 

slid one hand down the butt of the rifle, gripping the weapon and smashing it into the 

scavenger’s chest with force, finally disarming him. The scavenger fell backwards comfortably 

into a chair, but that’s where his comfort ended. Avictus aimed the rifle and fired a round into the 

scavenger’s left foot. 

 The door to the main room burst open, Avictus reacted, but not quickly enough. A bullet 

painfully skimmed in his chest, causing an intense burning sensation. The shooter entered the 

room, “Hands up! Now!” said the shooter with his rifle pointed squarely at Avictus’ head. 

Avictus dropped his weapon and threw his hands up. The sitting scavenger cursed and tried to 

get up. 

 “Kill him for fuck’s sake!” he shouted at his comrade. His comrade nodded. 

 “Any last words pal?” the scavenger said to Avictus. 

 Avictus replied loudly, “I could really use a doctor right now.” The scavengers looked at 

each other, and laughed. Avictus joined in too.  



 The doctor emerged from the hallway and fired, hoping his aim was straight. The 

scavenger holding Avictus dropped in a singular balletic motion. Not bad doc. The doctor stood 

in the doorway, shaking slightly and sweating profusely. He had never killed anyone before. 

Avictus quickly picked up the dead scavenger’s rifle up before the living scavenger could get to 

it.  

 “Thanks doc, stay here a sec, I’m going to check on the situation. Don’t let your 

weapon’s sights leave this cretin.” Avictus said, without giving the doctor a chance to reply. The 

front door of the med station was ajar; Avictus could see tracer rounds in the distance lighting up 

the night sky. One of the APCs had been taken out, but the machine gun truck was bearing down 

on the headquarters building. Avictus ran covertly from the med station to the next building, 

which stood along the series of structures that led to headquarters. A few shots flew by as he 

reached the building, using it as cover. He elected to take the long way around it to avoid running 

up the center courtyard. He noticed his wounds starting to hurt again with all of this movement; 

they would need to be redressed. When he reached the other side, several resistance members 

greeted him. 

 “You’re the Sentinel, we were told about you,” remarked one of them. “Lieutenant 

Rayne, here,” he handed Avictus a pack containing a few grenades, a night vision visor, and a 

combat knife.  

 “What’s the situation? Where’s Ortolo?” Avictus asked while equipping the visor, hoping 

they would have more information. 

 “Colonel Rund is pinned down in HQ. We’ve taken care of the assault on the armory and 

research center, but they’re fighting like hell to reach HQ. They usually don’t make it this far,” 

Rayne said. “We have to take out that gun truck.” 

 Avictus nodded, “Can your fireteam cover me? I think I can get to it.” Avictus wasn’t 

sure, but he knew he was going to need Iva’s help. 

 Lieutenant Rayne agreed, “We’ll give you cover, we may have to move soon though. 

We’ll need to reinforce HQ if the truck gets further. HQ’s security force is operating at 50% 

strength.” What?! Why?! This must have to do with whatever Ortolo’s planning. “Wave back to 

me when you’re about to go for it. If you don’t immediately hear our response, we had to move.” 

 Avictus left the cover of the building and ran about fifteen meters into the courtyard 

before going prone. “Iva, I have to make a run for the truck. Which pathway has the highest 

statistical success rate?” 

 Iva replied instantly, “If you take the left path you will be running along the center of the 

enemy’s formation. I estimate a 13% chance of survival with this route. If you maintain your 

current direction and use cover whenever possible, you have a 56% chance of survival. If you 

follow your previous route along the backside of the buildings, you have a 94% chance of 

survival, but you will not make it to the truck before it reaches HQ.” 

 Avictus grit his teeth, “Alright.” Wasting no time, he ran forward from his current 

position about ten meters to cover on the side of a resistance vehicle which was on fire. The 

smoke from the fire inhibited his vision, but at least it provided cover. Poor bastards. Avictus 

could see the outline of charred bodies which were in the vehicle. Directing his attention ahead, 

he saw the gun truck move positions to close in on headquarters. He leapt from the side of the 

resistance vehicle and sprinted to the wall of sandbags which formed a semi-circle around 

headquarters’ entrance. Avictus positioned himself as far to the right as he could along the 

sandbags, while maintain visibility of the truck.  

 “Iva, will these grenades be enough to take out that truck?” Avictus inquired. 



 “It is possible. The truck appears to have light iron plating, though it has not been 

reinforced recently and it is likely weakened” said Iva calmly. 

 The machine gun was pinning the headquarters guards behind the stone wall which ran 

along the front of the building, just behind the sandbag semi-circle. One of the guards peered 

through the wire mesh gateway, which was a mistake. The machine gun’s rounds were large 

enough to take off the top of his head. The guards returned fire over the wall, but it was barely 

directed and seemed more out of desperation than tactics. Time to go. Avictus waved back to 

Lieutenant Rayne’s position. Five muzzles lit up and a hail of bullets streaked toward the middle 

of the enemy formation, distracting the machine gun and its guards temporarily.  

 Avictus moved closer to their position while prone, with urgency. Two scavengers nearby 

noticed him, but he fired confidently and neutralized both of them before they could alert the 

truck. He was less than ten meters away now. He took the grenades off his belt and one by one 

removed the pins with his left hand while his right maintained the spoons. He threw all three of 

them in succession. The first bounced off the truck and exploded a few meters away, damaging 

the truck slightly and killing a nearby scavenger. The second grenade landed squarely under the 

truck, it exploded and a haze of smoke wafted through the air. The third grenade landed right in 

front of the truck’s location, but it didn’t explode. A fucking dud? He waited a few more seconds 

for the smoke to clear and for the final grenade to explode. There was no explosion, but he was 

starting to be able to see the target. The truck was damaged, but the gun began firing again. He 

believed the truck was immobilized. Avictus, still prone behind the sandbags, assumed a 

crouched position and aimed his rifle at the failed grenade. The first shot missed, barely. The 

second hit the top of the grenade, but no detonation. He shot again. This time it ignited the fuse 

and the grenade exploded. 

 A burst of fire could be seen, the truck’s fuel tank must have been at the front. The door 

of the fiery truck opened and a screaming scavenger ran out in serpentine fashion. Avictus put 

him out of his misery. Across the courtyard the resistance was pushing back the scavenger 

advance. With the gun truck destroyed, headquarters’ guards were able to return accurate fire and 

suppress the middle of the scavenger’s formation. Lieutenant Rayne took his fire team and joined 

back with his squad, flanking the center of the courtyard. The scavengers began a disorganized 

retreat. Some were picked off by resistance members as they ran, and some escaped. 

 Avictus took a deep breath, his leg wound was bleeding, the stitches had come undone 

during the fight. Light was beginning to show on the horizon. He limped back to the med station. 

The previously empty med station was now bustling with patients, staff, and resistance members 

moving about. Several resistance members lay on the cots in the main room with various 

wounds, Ortolo was entertaining them. The doctor noticed Avictus walk in. 

 “Thought you might be dead,” he goaded at Avictus. He looked a lot more confident now 

that the fight was over. 

 “Just got busy. Where’s the scavenger I left behind?” 

 The doctor pointed toward the staff quarters and walked with Avictus toward the room. 

Inside were several resistance members. They were interrogating the prisoner. Avictus noticed 

that the prisoner now had bullet holes in both of his feet, rather than just the one. Avictus pointed 

to the man’s right leg and looked at the doctor. 

 “He tried to limp out and escape. Kept saying that a doctor wouldn’t kill a helpless man. 

He was correct,” the doctor said with a grin. Avictus approved, but he needed to rest. He had 

turned around to exit the room when the doctor called out to him, “Captain Ry Tando, battalion 

medical officer.” 



 Avictus looked back, “Avictus Unaré, Aegis Sentinel.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 

 

 As the shuttle left Earth’s atmosphere, Avictus tried to prepare for his encounter with 

Aegis Security. They would identify him as a Sentinel immediately, and they would likely know 

that he was over two weeks late for his check in. Hopefully the Sentinels hadn’t sent someone to 

wait for me.  His head was clear now though, so he had that going for him. For how long was the 

question though, he still had the bottle of fenrial that he grabbed in the med station. He also 

looked a lot better than he did at his last check in. The resistance had been kind enough to clean 

and reinforce his medium plated armor. The dark green titanium suit still fit him well, despite 

having lost weight since it was issued to him by Sentinel Command. The blue and red Sentinel 

emblem was displayed on each of the suit’s shoulder plates, indicating that he was a member of 

the revered unit. He would need a new sidearm, and knife as well. 

 “You were right Avictus,” Ortolo said from the posterior end of the shuttle. He walked 

into the bridge and took a seat opposite Avictus. “I am planning something.” Clearly he wanted 

Avictus to inquire. 

 “I don’t want to know about it,” Avictus said with a snarling tone. “All of this, 

government vs. resistance, resistance vs. scavengers, scavengers vs. government, Aegis vs. 

resistance… I’m sick of it. I want no part of this. Do you even fight for anything anymore? What 

humanity is left to save?” 

 Ortolo was taken aback by this divulgence. He took several seconds before he replied. 

“We fight so that we may shepherd our own lives. Not all of us can be so lucky as to have 

Sentinel status,” he shot back, with an equally abrasive tone. “I will admit, the prospect of a 

decisive victory is unlikely. But that is not the only reason to fight. We fight because we will not 

allow the government to force us into poverty, desolation, or savagery. Do you know what the 

world looks like outside of the Capital District? I know you do. I would fight and die rather than 

allow that evil to continue to permeate. We must carry on; for ourselves, for the citizens, and for 

the future.” 

 Avictus was displeased with the monologue, though he expected it and even knew that 

Ortolo was correct. He enjoyed being on the bridge of a ship though, so he stayed in his seat. The 

pilot and the navigator sat at the front of the bridge, a mechanical officer maintained a wall of 

machinery screens on the port side of the shuttle.  

 “When’s the last time you were out there?” Avictus asked. He himself hadn’t been 

outside of the districts as a Sentinel, it had been at least ten years since his last sojourn. 

 “A few months ago. It feels like it gets worse each time, but it’s more likely I’m just 

reminded how bad it is,” he replied. “There is very little peace still. The scavengers skirmish 

with the military often in districts with low resistance presence. In districts with resistance 

presence, the scavengers generally act less openly. And the uneasy truce between the resistance 



and government seems to hang by that of a bullet. And it’s… hard to breathe.” Hard to breathe? 

The destruction that the third Great War left behind was still very present on Earth. There was 

only a ten year period between the end of the war and Aegis’ first visit to the solar system. 

Humanity had no time to recover. “We ran a raid up in one of the northern districts. Our guys 

were able to recover some intel; government documents, military records. It was one of our 

better hauls. Anyway, the government estimates there is somewhere between 70 – 95 million 

inhabitants living in the districts. Outside, it’s hard to say. Could be 10 million, could be 100 

million. The military’s strength is at just above 600,000 – and the government itself: 5,000 

members. 

“Stop,” Avictus ordered. “I told you, I am not getting involved. You want my opinion? 

Surrender to the government, cut a deal, and agree to fight the scavengers with them.” 

Ortolo disagreed, “The government will execute anyone who surrenders, the Committee 

of Presidents is too prideful to let the resistance go unpunished, even in surrender. You still have 

it wrong though.” Avictus’ ears perked, it wasn’t often someone told him he was wrong. 

“The scavengers aren’t the enemy. The government is,” continued Ortolo. “Why do you 

think the scavengers scavenge? Malice? Greed? Malevolence? I don’t think so. They want food, 

water, equipment. They want to live. You and I are lucky. Our former military status allows us to 

live in the Capital District, but most people aren’t so fortunate. The northern districts suffer from 

harsh weather, they don’t have the infrastructure to deal with it. The western districts have no 

rule, the government has all but abandoned them. They will become part of the Outer Lands if 

we don’t act. Only a few divisions remain to keep the peace, or hold back the violence. We could 

take…” 

 “Christ Ortolo, ‘a few divisions?!’ Where is your army? The resistance’s strength can’t 

be more than 40,000. 50,000 at most. You would have to direct that full strength toward the west 

if you wanted any chance of success. And even then, not all of your resistance members are 

trained. Don’t tell me resistance leadership is open to this. It won’t work,” Avictus declared. 

 Ortolo sat back. He looked at the mechanical officer and nodded. 

 “Avictus, I am Major Cal Ackett, Resistance Special Operations Group. I have been 

travelling throughout the districts at Colonel Rund’s behest for the last six years, investigating 

and liaising. The scavengers are uniting, they hate the government more than they dislike us. We 

started a trial program 11 months ago, we sent resistance specialists to train some of the 

scavengers out in the western districts…” 

  Avictus interrupted, “Which is why headquarters company was operating at 50% 

strength.” Ortolo nodded. 

 Major Ackett continued, “We estimate the scavengers could provide as many as a million 

soldiers. They’re still in the beginnings of organizing, it’s happening district by district for now. 

When the individual battalions are solid, we’re going to bring them all into the resistance’s ranks 

for unification.” Major Ackett finished speaking, he looked very pleased. Ortolo watched 

Avictus for the question he knew was coming. 

 “Why me? You have tacticians already, seasoned soldiers, specialists for training, arms 

deals and supply caches,” Avictus inquired.  

 Ortolo looked nervous, “We… want you to tell everything we just told you, to the Aegis 

Council. General Vikaeris is requesting this of you personally.” Even he is on board with this? 

This is a gamble. 



 “Aegis doesn’t care about the government or the resistance. They won’t ally with you. 

The government still provides vastly more resources to Aegis than you do, if anything they are 

inclined to preserve the government,” Avictus said. 

 “That is we are asking you Avictus. You’re a human Sentinel, Aegis saw something in 

you that it failed to see in the rest of humanity. I don’t know what it was, but they trust you. They 

might listen,” Ortolo finished, hoping Avictus would respond calmly. 

 “They might?! Your plan is conditional on too many ‘ifs’ and ‘mights’ Ortolo. I will not 

go to Aegis Command with this. There are two other human Sentinels, did they both decline?” 

 Major Ackett replied, “We searched for them to no avail. No leads, they have 

disappeared. Or they don’t want to be found.” I hadn’t seen either of them in a few years, but 

that is suspicious. 

 Ortolo sighed, “Think on it, I’m sending the report to Iva.”  

 The rest of the shuttle ride was silent. As they approached the gargantuan space station, 

Avictus pondered his future. I did not expect this. I do not want this. Why can’t I be left alone? 

Avictus then recalled that he still had a bottle of fenrial from the resistance base’s med station. 

He had it hidden on his belt in an emptied grenade canister he took from the base’s armory. Not 

here, Orolo would notice no matter how incognito I was.  

Avictus could hear the navigation officer’s radio chatter, “Approaching Aegis, Human 

Docking Station: R4. Resource drop off, we have an additional package too.” Me. The navigation 

officer listened to the reply and confirmed, “Roger that.” He then looked back, “We’ll be docked 

in a minute or two.”  

Avictus looked out the cockpit’s window at Aegis. The space station seemed larger each 

time he saw it. Although it was not spherical, from end to end the station must have been close to 

the size of Earth’s moon. The station’s outer ring contained hangars and docking bays. Extending 

from the ring toward the center of the station were twenty transport modules. These enormous 

cylinders were evenly dispersed around Aegis, they connected the ring to the Aegis’ main hub, a 

massive ellipsoid. Aegis was not just the seat of intergalactic political power, but almost a nation 

unto itself. Hundreds of thousands of inhabitants from a variety of species called Aegis their 

home; humans were not allowed this privilege. The station arrived in Earth’s solar system near 

Mars in 2071, twelve years after the uneasy treaty which concluded the third Great War. Contact 

was attempted, and initially went unreturned. Although technological infrastructure had been 

decimated by the war, the victorious powers drafted and executed an expensive and resource-

draining mission to the solar system’s new entity. Seven representatives were sent; four 

diplomats and three scientists.  They returned with disappointing news in 2084. If humanity 

wanted to continue existing freely, habitual tribute must be paid to Aegis. There were quotas for 

hundreds of resources: steel, carbon fiber, water, computer processors, grain and many more 

were required, air as well.  

Throughout the last 112 years, the charging bull that was humanity had stagnated. 

Although the country had been renamed “America” after the war, it only occupied a 

geographical area roughly half the size of the former United States of America. Past the western 

districts were the Outer Lands. Avictus wasn’t taught much about the world outside of America, 

he remembered little, and had only traveled there twice.  

As he continued to ponder this history, the navigation officer called out, “We’re going to 

be boarded. I think they know you’re here” he said while looking at Avictus. Well, guess it was 

coming eventually. The shuttle’s door opened. Avictus rolled his eyes with dread. 

”Sentinel Unaré!” 



Avictus hated dealing with the severe and always serious jurgari. Tall bastards. The 

jurgari were one of the two species on Aegis which wielded significant political power. Though 

they had humanoid features, their physiology was more reptilian. Their chests, backs, and thighs 

were protected by scutes, while their lower legs, arms, and head were housed in a thick hide. 

Their skin tone could fall anywhere on the visible light spectrum from dark purple to dark green, 

and their eyes were pitch black. This particular jurgari did not approve of Avictus’ Sentinel 

status. 

“I said, Sentinel Unaré!”  

Avictus stood up, “Aye.” The jurgari appeared to be very angry with that response. 

Though he was the same rank as Avictus, like most nonhuman he considered himself to be of 

higher stature. He turned his attention to the shuttle’s crew. 

“You resistance fools have the tribute?” he snarled, and without waiting for a response 

continued, “Deliver it to the northwestern processing plant, I will inform Aegis Security that a 

shuttle will travel there. Take the ringway.” Ringway was a word the humans created to describe 

the highway-like section of Aegis’ outer ring.  

Ortolo bowed, “Thank you, honorable jurgari.” Ortolo had a much more limited 

experience dealing with the aliens compared to Avictus. He had not yet earned the privilege of 

knowing this jurgari’s name. The Jurgari grunted and walked off the ship, after a few meters he 

turned around. I don’t need you to hold my fucking hand Maxori. 

Avictus started walking toward the shuttle’s exit when Ortolo grabbed his arm and 

whispered, “Remember. This is our chance.” Avictus nodded, but it was not a confirmation that 

he would relay any details that Ortolo wanted him to. The shuttle door closed behind him, and it 

whisked into the upper section of the docking bay and lined up for ringway access. 

“Sending you to greet me Maxori? Sentinel Command has finally realized I’m an 

important asset,” Avictus joked.  

“I am here to make sure you head straight to Sentinel Command, Unaré. You’re late,” he 

responded, clearly not understanding Avictus’ sarcasm.  He pointed to a small four-seat 

hovercraft. Avictus had been in one before, these were not like the experimental hovercrafts he 

had used in the military, Aegis hovercrafts were much more maneuverable and traveled through 

the air. The cabin was spherical, with six thrusters attached along its diameter. They swiveled 

depending on the pilots input. Avictus opened the glass hatch and seated himself next to the 

pilot’s seat. 

“Get in the back,” ordered Maxori. “Or you walk.” 

Avictus was not interested in walking to Sentinel Command. He preferred the peripheral 

view sitting in the back gave him anyway. As the hovercraft lifted, Avictus could feel the ground 

leave him. He could see the docking bay’s floor through the glass. Another ship had already 

replaced the resistance shuttle. Other shuttles were docked here as well. Government shuttles. R4 

was one of the few docking bays humans were allowed to use. As the hovercraft exited the 

docking bay and entered the cylinder toward the main hub, Avictus noticed a dreadnaught-class 

ship exiting the docking bay. Hm, where’s that going? The ship thrust out of the docking bay, 

but not toward Earth.  

The hovercraft passed through the large entrance to the nearest transport module. Avictus 

guessed the ring and transport modules had interior heights of at least a quarter of a mile. Maxori 

landed the craft on a small platform at the base of the module. After a few seconds, the platform 

folded in on the crafted, forming a concise capsule around it. They moved slowly along a track, 

until they reached an abrupt halt. A hatch closed behind them. Avictus hated this part, humans 



didn’t do as well with g-force as aliens did. He was at least thankful that the cabin was 

pressurized. 

A door in front of them opened and the locks on the capsules rear unfastened. Suddenly, 

they were pulled into the module at several hundred miles per hour. A gravity generator on the 

other side of the module determined their speed and direction. The trip took nearly twenty 

minutes, they arrived at Aegis’ main hub and continued the rest of the journey at normal speed. 

From here, it would be another twenty minutes until they reached Sentinel Command, it was 

located in the same zone as the Council chambers and Aegis Leadership offices. 

The first zone they entered was Trade and Commerce Zone-C, Avictus could see 

thousands of individuals moving about the zone below him. A river snaked along the surface 

next to hundreds of extrinsic buildings, and clouds could be seen above. They were computer 

generated, but they made Aegis’ main hub feel atmospheric, almost like a planet. Above the 

clouds were large lighting panels that mimicked planetary day and night lighting. Avictus looked 

back down to the surface, shuttles were zipping through the roads. He recognized certain 

buildings and attractions from past visits to the station. Passed the metropolis, toward the inner 

border of the zone was a large mountain. Avictus had to traverse it as part of his Sentinel 

initiation.  

They continued on through several more Trade and Commerce zones. All were 

proportionate in size, but their features were unique. A small desert lined the surface of one of 

them, likely to accommodate a species that fared better in arid climates compared to what 

humans prefer. Another had a forest, though this was likely part of the station’s hydroponics 

system. 

Finally, the hovercraft landed. Avictus stepped out, and enjoyed the fake sunlight and 

cool breeze. They had landed on top of Sentinel Command’s main building. At its side were the 

Sentinel Archives and Sentinel Training Ground. Both were smaller than the center building 

though. Avictus and Maxori entered the rooftop entrance to the building’s top floor.  

“This way,” indicated Maxori. Avictus could feel the scolding he was about to receive. 

They entered a small room and were told to wait by another Jurgari. Maxori left, without saying 

goodbye. 

Avictus pondered his fate. Will they exile me? Kill me? Revoke my status? He wasn’t 

completely sure what he had done either. He was interested to know, but wasn’t terribly 

concerned. He slipped his thumb and index finger into his blue sash and pulled out two of his 

favorite snacks. He closed his eyes, and waited to be called in. 

 Patience left him. Avictus stood up and walked toward the door which separated himself 

and the Sentinel-Captain’s office.  He pressed his ear to the door… 

 “The only reason we’re keeping him is because we don’t know where the other two are,” 

a voice said. “It would be unwise to make decisions while we don’t know what’s going on.” 

 A reply, “Hm. I still don’t like it. He’s addicted to fenrial, doesn’t seem to take anything 

seriously. He helped save a resistance commune down there.” 

 “That’s human business. Let them fight if they want. Sentinel status does not preclude 

one from being political, as you know.” 

 The discordant Jurgari laughed, “All right, let’s bring him in.” Avictus quickly returned 

to his seat. The door swung open, “Come in.” 

 Avictus recognized the two Jurgari in the room. On the right, standing next to the large 

glass desk was Sentiniel-Lieutenant Major Rora Imozi. She was twice or three times Avictus’ 



elder, Jurgari lived for multiple centuries. Aging affected them less than it affected humans 

though, she was still a formidable tactician and combatant. 

 Sitting at the desk was Sentintel-Captain Voxin Tethes. He was one of the few Jurgari 

that Avictus genuinely liked. He had a kindness that eluded the others, though Avictus was sure 

the other Jurgari were pleasant to nonhumans. Captain Tethes wore a thin gold plate on top of his 

natural scute chest plate, indicating that he was in a leadership position on Aegis, and a member 

of the Council. It made for an odd color combination given his dark purple skin tone, but fashion 

was of little concern to Avictus.  

 “Avictus,” started Captain Tethes. A few seconds of silence followed. “Tell me why 

you’re here.” 

 “Well I’m here to check in sir. Avictus Unaré! At your service,” again Avictus chose the 

sarcastic route knowing it was a mistake. The lightheaded giddiness that the fenrial brought 

probably wasn’t going to help much for this meeting. 

 Lieutenant Major Imozi interjected, “Your check in was scheduled to occur over two 

weeks ago Sentinel!”  

 “Yes ma’am. There was some business on a resistance base that had to be dealt with,” 

Avictus said, he was starting to realize this might be a serious situation. 

 Captain Tethes shook his head, “Lieutenant Major Imozi, leave us.” She saluted, and left 

the room. 

 “You helped defend a resistance base against a scavenger attack,” stated Captain Tethes. 

“But, that was already a week after your scheduled check in.” 

 “Yes sir, I was completing my previous case,” Avictus replied, he felt much more 

comfortable without Lieutenant Major Imozi in the room. Fuck, what was the job? Arrest the 

arsonist on Mars…no that was three jobs ago. The dramatist’s ship raid off of Europa? No, I 

remember that one. 

 Captain Tethes didn’t reply. He could plainly see Avictus couldn’t remember the case. 

He stood up and motioned to Avictus to accompany him. Captain Tethes pushed a button on the 

back wall of his office, the wall sank into the ground and a large terrace was revealed. Is there 

where I am to be terminated? The faux atmosphere temperate as usual, the fabricated clouds 

were blocking much of the light at the moment, and greenery could be seen surrounding the 

central metropolis. Captain Tethes walked to the edge of the terrace, Avictus followed. His 

balance was being bothered by his medication, he stayed a few feet away from the edge just to be 

safe. The fall would have surely killed him. Down below, shuttles could be seen traversing the 

roads and shuttleways.  

Although it was only three stories, Sentinel Command was quite large due to the atrium-

like architecture of the first floor. Across the field of view Avictus could see the Council’s tower 

and the Arkotis Chambers (a sort of intergalactic parliament). Aegis Control Command could 

also be seen, although the Council’s tower was blocking much of the building from view. It was 

here that most of Aegis’ systems and functions were managed. Several thousand engineers and 

officials worked constantly to ensure the station was functioning at full capacity. Aegis Defense 

Command reported to and was housed in Control Command; it was rumored that the Defense 

Director could order Aegis’ main ring be detached and abandoned, in order to avoid a potential 

invasion, as the only easily accessible hangars and docking bays were located on the ring. The 

main hub’s defenses weren’t as significant of a concern since the station’s shields and plating 

were built to withstand sudden atmospheric and planetary impact. Avictus believed there were 



secret hangars and docking bays on the main hub, but even being a Sentinel did not permit him 

to have this knowledge.  

“Tell me why you’re here,” Captain Tethes repeated. He didn’t look at Avictus, he 

looked ahead. In the light, Avictus could see the captain’s gold chest plate shimmering, his violet 

skin radiating in the sun, and his two sidearms, one worn at each hip. It was said that Tethes 

himself convinced the council to allow humans into Sentinel Command.  

“I missed my check in, got involved with non-Sentinel business while on a case,” Avictus 

said confidently, presuming this was along the lines of the answer the captain was looking for. 

Time to be honest. “There’s more. I was accosted and attacked by a group of scavengers. Three 

of them, must have been following me; I didn’t hear them, one of them unsheathed my knife and 

stabbed me with it. They roughed me up a bit and left me in the road. The resistance found me, 

saved my life probably.” Avictus sighed subtly, he was relieved. Though, he didn’t reveal that 

his mind was in an altered state at the time, even though he overheard the captain acknowledge it 

when speaking with Imozi. 

“If getting involved in exterior disputes and missing check ins were as taboo as you’re 

making them sound Avictus, every current Sentinel would have their status revoked,” Captain 

Tethes replied. “No, that’s now why you’re here. Nor is your addiction the reason for your being 

here.” 

Captain Tethes paused, the stoic Sentintel-Captain’s silence was immersive with all of 

the activity seen across the terrace. A breeze pushed around them, and the clouds moved, 

revealing light. 

“You are here because you are an Aegis Sentinel. You are one of three humans and only 

five hundred nonhumans who bear this privilege. You are here to protect the innocent, seek out 

the guilty, and punish them if necessary. You may involve yourself in politics, you may not. You 

may drink yourself to death, or overdose on painkillers. It matters not. Your singular duty is to 

uphold the peace and promote galactic welfare, to your dying breath. Only death breaks a 

Sentinel’s oath. You may choose which path to pursue in this endeavor. But be aware: your past 

is choosing your path for you, and it’s the wrong one.” 

Avictus didn’t respond, nor did the captain expect him to.  

“Dismissed,” stated the captain. Avictus turned around and walked back toward the 

office, Tethes didn’t follow. He continued looking out from the terrace. As Avictus left the 

captain’s suite, Lieutenant Major Imozi grunted at him as if to remind him that even though the 

captain may have liked him a bit, he was still not wholly welcome. In the maze of hallways and 

offices on the third floor, Sentinel Command staff members were scurrying around. Many non-

Sentinels worked for Sentinel Command, similar to how many citizens on Earth worked for the 

government, but were not members of it. They occupied all sorts of duties including information 

systems, intelligence disseminations and collection, public relations, and more. The five hundred 

and thirty-two Aegis Sentinels required this support in order to effectively carry out their duties. 

Avictus found the nearest elevator and traveled to the second floor to see visit the 

Sentinel Quartermaster. He hoped to deal with staff rather than the quartermaster himself. But 

luck was not with him. 

“Don’t bother asking, Unaré. These weapons aren’t cheap. I’m not just going to give 

them to you,” said the light green Jurgari from behind the counter. Hrevot was short for a Jurgari 

at six feet tall. But Avictus dare not make fun of him for it. C’mon man, just give me a gun and 

knife. I know the case registrar is going to give me shit too. 



 “Hrevot, I’ve had a hell of a couple of weeks. I’ve been shot, stabbed, and you don’t even 

want to know what Imozi just did to me,” Avictus joked, which of course Hrevot took seriously. 

He didn’t reply. “Fine, what do you want me to do?” Avictus asked. 

 Hrevot looked around suspiciously, and then said softly, “You carrying?” Avictus 

couldn’t believe his ears. Did he just ask me for fenrial?  

 “You can’t take this Hrevot, it’s not designed for jurgari. It may kill you,” Avictus 

notified him. Two jurgari and a species Avictus didn’t recognize then walked passed the counter.  

Hrevot mimed, “… ah yes, well the series four carbine is probably the one you’re going 

to want. The thermal rounds burn through medium plate, and the….” They were in the clear. 

“It’s not for me,” Hrevot stated. “I run a little side business when I patrol Earth.” Avictus 

was surprised, jurgari were generally law-abiding and establishment following. He was starting 

to like Hrevot. 

“Alright Hrevot. I have twenty pills,” Avictus lied. He had forty. “Will that get me a 

sidearm and knife?” Hrevot nodded and walked into the armory to retrieve the weapons. Avictus 

counted twenty pills in the meantime. Hrevot came back out and set the weapons on the table. 

The knife was just like Avictus’ previous one, full tang at ten inches long. The blade was crafted 

from meteorite and the pommel was made of steel, for bashing. Along the edge of the blade near 

the small guard was the official Sentinel Command emblem. 

The sidearm Avictus found in front of him was not like his previous one. He had fired 

jurgari weapons before, but he was not as comfortable or familiar with them as he was with his 

human military-designed weapons. This jurgari pistol had a longer barrel than his human one, the 

rounds it fired traveled faster, and it was better at dealing with longer ranges. The differences 

weren’t significant, but they were enough to matter in a tough situation. The jurgari, for all of 

their seriousness, enjoyed color. Human arms are generally jet black, maybe silver or grey; or 

camouflaged. This pistol had a dark blue grip and blood red barrel, it was a statement. The alloy 

used to build the weapon was similar to human gunmetal, but much stronger and lighter. And it 

was able to fire .308 caliber rounds. Avictus was excited. Hrevot could tell. 

“This was Tethes’ sidearm when he was a field agent. I don’t know why, but he ordered 

me to requisition it to you.” Why? Avictus nodded. He extended a clenched fist across the 

counter to Hrevot, who in turn placed his hand palm-up under Avictus’. The exchange went 

unnoticed. Alright, one down, one to go. Avictus made his way across the building to the Case 

Registrar. The Case Registrar provided Sentinels with low to mid priority level cases. Higher 

priority cases were assigned by Sentinel Command leadership. Avictus had never been assigned 

a high level case before, and he didn’t expect to receive any. He was also not allowed to take any 

cases which required travel outside of Earth, Mars, or Aegis. Being a human, those were the only 

three locations in the galaxy he was permitted to visit.  

Just before he was able to enter the Case Registrar’s office, a group led by Maxori 

accosted him. Sentinels were allowed to recruit non-Sentinel team members to help with their 

assignments. Maxori and his party (comprised of three other jurgari and a crodolian) barred him 

from entering. 

Maxori started, “Rumor is you failed your last op Unaré.” The others snickered. Avictus 

didn’t reply. “Don’t know why they keep you around here; at least Pethos and Rordin haven’t 

failed any ops. I suppose some humans are better than others.” The group laughed again. 

The crodolian interjected, “But they all smell just as bad!” Intense laughter. Are you guys 

done yet for fuck’s sake?s 



“At least I’m not a small-minded repugnant swamp monster,” Avictus charged back at 

him. Crodolians were from a wet planet, mostly covered in marshland. They had a curved spine 

which could be seen in the shape of their backs. Their hide was wrinkly, and their teeth were 

razor sharp. They were less intellectual than the jurgari, but just as dangerous. The laughter 

stopped. 

“Human scum,” the crodolian retorted. Avictus noticed the crodolian’s hand start to 

slowly approach his thigh. Avictus was agile; he put his hand on his new requisition’s grip. He 

was sure he could beat the crodolian in a game of quick draw.  

 “What are you going to do?” he challenged. “Are we to have a fire fight in the center of 

Sentinel Command?” I hope not. I could take the crodolian out, maybe one of the jurgari too. 

But not all five of them. There was a stare down for a few moments. Maxori broke it, “Let’s go. 

He’s right. We’ll have to do this elsewhere. Some other time.” 

 Avictus acknowledged, “You can count on it.” Sick of ignoring these bastards. They left, 

and Avictus entered the registrar’s office. He still couldn’t recall his last case, though apparently 

he failed it. Better check the logs. He accessed a computer terminal which was built into one of 

the office’s walls, and pulled up the log for the last case registered to his name: 

 

 

Case # 42052-L 

Objective: Apprehend target 

Sentinel designate: Avictus Unaré 

Status: Failed  

 

Filed by: Aegis Sentinel Command 

  

 Sentinel Unaré was tasked with apprehending a known criminal in Earth’s 

Capital District. The target had previously killed a jurgari Aegis citizen who was touring 

the American districts. The target was to be brought back to Aegis Security Command for 

sentencing and punishment. If he resisted arrest, Sentinel Unaré was permitted to 

terminate the target himself. 

 

Sentinel Unaré attempted to arrest the target, but in his fenrial-induced state 

failed to do so. He successfully severed the target’s hand, but failed to pursue the target 

when he fled. Several hours later, Sentinel Unaré (who had appeared to abandon his 

objective) was attacked by the target and his associates, resulting in moderate injuries to 

the Sentinel, and stolen Sentinel Command-issued weapons. Case was reassigned to 

Sentinel Orgoren-Tash; current status is, “Pending.” 

 

 Now he remembered. Fuck. Alright, maybe I won’t take any doses when executing a case 

from now on. Sentinel’s rarely failed a case. If they did, it usually meant they perished in their 

attempt at executing it. An honorable death, generally. But to fail a low priority case was 

embarrassing. Avictus knocked on the Case Registrar’s door. 

 “In,” she called to him. “I guess you’ve read the log from 42054-L? Very disappointing 

Avictus.” Yes, yes. Get it out of your system. Irkinya were not a very populous species. He didn’t 

know anything about their history or home world, though he liked them overall. They were an 



all-female race, or at least, he had never seen any males. He questioned whether one could truly 

assign a sex to them. 

 “I’ll do better,” he replied. 

 “Good.” 

 “That’s it Sleia? You’re not going to prod or insult or make a series of sly remarks?” 

Avictus was surprised. Usually the Case Registrar liked to engage in banter, she was much more 

enjoyable to converse with than the jurgari Sentinels were. Though Sentinel Command employed 

her, Sleia was not a Sentinel herself. 

 “I think Maxori and his thugs took care of it nicely. I don’t doubt for a second if any of 

them had really invoked your ire they’d have to be hospitalized for a few weeks. So I’m not 

going to push my luck,” she said with a smile. Irkinya were one of the most humanoid species 

Avictus had seen on Aegis. They had hair on their scalps like humans did, though it was longer 

and chemically quite different from human hair. Avictus heard a rumor that Irkinya used their 

hair in battle, but he had never seen this nor did he feel comfortable inquiring about such an 

asinine concept. 

 “I’m ready for another case.” 

 Sleia pulled out a folder from her desk, “It’s the lowest priority case we have at the 

moment. I don’t have to tell you why you’re getting it. It shouldn’t be difficult. It is unlikely that 

the task will require you to leave the station. Here.” Avictus opened the folder: 

 

Case # 42085-L 

Objective: Find missing jurgari 

Sentinel designate: Avictus Unaré 

Status: Pending 

 

Filed by: Aegis Sentinel Command 

  

 Sentinel Unaré is tasked with locating a young jurgari male who was reported 

missing. Aegis Security Command forwarded this case to Sentinel Command.  

 

Consult Security Officer Uter Vy in Aegis Living Zone 5-C. 

 

He looked up at Sleia, “That’s it?” This is odd, it doesn’t say why Security forwarded it to 

us. 

 “That’s it,” she replied. 

 “Alright, thanks.” Avictus left Sleia’s office and headed toward the building’s exit on the 

first floor. The main hall of Sentinel Command was expansive; pillars lined the walls, and in the 

center of the hall was a reflecting pool shaped in Aegis’ likeness. It was an extravagant lobby, 

and intimidating to visitors. 

 He exited the building and hailed a local transport. I’m getting some sleep first. “Living 

Zone 3-W please.” The transport zipped off. Like all Sentinels, Avictus was allowed a 

moderately sized apartment in one of the living sectors. Sentinel Command paid the rent. Some 

Sentinels lived exclusively on Aegis, but others maintained their abodes on their home worlds. 

Avictus liked his Aegis apartment. It was much nicer than the one he had on Earth. He tipped the 

transport pilot, grabbed an elevator up, and collapsed on his bed. It had been 20-something hours 

since he had slept. 



 

 

Chapter 3 

 

 The shuttle approached the disabled frigate from the starboard side. They would access 

an escape pod hatch to infiltrate the ship, and eliminate the target. Avictus had been on many of 

these missions before with the military, nothing seemed unique about this one yet. 

 “We’ll only have 30 seconds to get into the hatch before their alarm is set off.  Kendro 

and Marsil, set the charges. Avictus and I will go in the second it blows, you two follow. Once 

we’re in, the shuttle is going to have to keep its distance. The stealth tech is good, but that 

frigate’s weapons are still operational, I don’t want to chance it,” Captain Vikaeris said. “We 

go in, reach the target and question him immediately. Director Kreon provided me a list of 

questions for interrogation. We kill after we get the answers. If he doesn’t answer the questions 

with ease, we kill. Clear?” 

 “Aye sir!” 

 “Sir.” 

 “Yes, sir!” 

 “Good, alright Kendro and Marsil, you’re up,” he ordered. Avictus watched Kendro 

remove the explosives from the steel casing. He handed Marsil a few of the charges. They both 

moved toward the shuttle’s port side door as the pilot lined up with the frigate’s starboard 

escape pod hatch. The shuttle door opened, the vacuum of space was blocked by an artificial 

energy shield. Though it could only be used for a minute or two, otherwise it would put too much 

stress on the shuttle’s power systems, risking universal failure. 

 Kendro and Marsil quickly set the charges on the frigate’s escape pod hatch. Kendro 

motioned to the shuttle’s pilot. The shuttle moved away momentarily. Marsil detonated the 

charges, the explosion was small and concentrated. The shuttle moved back into position. 

 Captain Vikaeris went in first, Avictus, Kendro, and Marsil followed. The captain opened 

the escape pod’s interior door, and the fireteam leapt into the frigate. Marsil closed the door 

behind them.  

 So far, they were unnoticed. The N8 fireteam had been on nearly fifty similar operations 

together, all four of the members were drafted from the military’s main body for this special unit. 

Their targets were criminals who the government had difficulty prosecuting. Due to the 

oligarchical nature of society, wealthier and craftier criminals often evaded punishment from the 

authorities. N8 was created to remedy that. 

 Today’s target was citizen from district four who had been caught embezzling 

government funds whilst he was employed as a District Finance Manager. They generally did not 

question their targets, but Avictus guessed that the government needed to know where the target 

had sent the embezzled funds. 

 The captain led the way. The fireteam traveled through the frigate’s small starboard 

walkway. It was very late, most of the crew would be asleep. They passed by several closed 

doors, moving cautiously. Captain Vikaeris threw up his hand up behind him, palm open and 

fingers extended. They stopped moving instantly. Voices could be heard coming from a room 

several meters in front of them. The fireteam formed up alongside the wall, next to the open door. 

The captain pointed at Avictus. 

 Avictus nodded. He swiftly moved across the doorway to the other side, and peaked his 

head into the room. It appeared to be a mess hall, a small one. Three crew members, none of 



them armed. He looked across the doorway to his colleagues, and put up his thumb, ring finger, 

and middle finger. Captain Vikaeris pointed at Marsil, Avictus, and Kendro. He then put up four 

fingers, and counted down for the squad to see. 

 When the last finger dropped all three squad members fired one round each. The three 

targets fell immediately. One, who had been sitting at the table, fell face first into the meal he 

was working on. Blood drained from the back of his head. The other two were standing by the 

cooking appliances. One of them fell backward onto the ground. The other fell forward and in 

the process knocked over some of the paraphernalia on the counter. It made a loud crashing 

sound. Their weapons had effective silencers, but the sound of metal and plastic crashing to the 

ground permeated throughout the immediate area. Even though they wore masks and protective 

headgear, Avictus could feel the captain’s grimace. 

 “Dammit. Alright keep moving as planned. If we run into resistance, we deal with it,” the 

captain declared. The unit preferred to operate covertly, they did not often engage in full fire 

fights, though they were certainly capable of doing so. Avictus could hear a few crew members 

now moving about the ship, they had heard the commotion.  

 The fireteam pressed on. They exited the other end of the small mess hall and made their 

way to toward the ship’s bow, their target was expected to be on the bridge. They had two routes 

to choose from: they could move through the frigate’s recreation room and travel through the 

systems control room to the bridge, or they could take the slightly more risky route along the 

crew quarters and through med station. Their leader decided they would split up and take both 

to minimize their movement noise. 

 “Marsil on me. Kendro and Avictus, take the crew quarters route. We’ll meet at the 

bridge,” ordered Captain Vikaeris. He and Marsil disappeared into recreation room. Avictus 

and Kendro started toward the crew quarters, quietly. The crossed the ship and arrived on the 

port side. The crew quarters were ahead. The doors were still closed, but they could hear some 

movement. They turned their weapon’s flashlights off. 

 “Iva,” Avictus said, “how many are awake?” 

 “Seven crew members are awake Avictus. Four of them are still in their bunks, 

attempting to fall back asleep. Three are moving about. Two are walking toward the door.” 

Avictus and Kendro waited. The crew quarters’ door opened, two crew members walked out, but 

immediately turned toward the bridge and began walking away. Avictus and Kendro remained 

silent in the shadow. They waited a few more moments. Kendro nodded. He led the way down the 

hallway, passed the crew quarters and to the med station. They couldn’t access the bridge’s 

main door, as it would be guarded constantly. The captain and Marsil would have to enter the 

ship’s air disperser system from the control room and open the floor vent on the bridge. Luckily, 

the med station had access to an auxiliary hallway which led to the bridge. 

 They arrived at the med station’s outer door. They could see the lights were on inside, 

someone was there.  

 “Can’t be more than two or three,” Kendro stated. “I’ll open the door, you take right, 

I’ll take left.” 

 With that, Kendro activated the door control and the med station opened up to them. The 

three crew members, not expecting unfriendly boarders, did not pay them any attention. Avictus 

killed the two on the right, and Kendro killed the one on the left. They examined the bodies. They 

were well equipped with gear, and seemed to be better kempt than most criminals they dealt 

with. 



 “These aren’t the usual scum we tangle with eh?” Kendro asked. Avictus shrugged. A 

door that they hadn’t noticed before on the side of the med station swung open. Avictus heard a 

loud bang, Kendro fell to the ground. 

 Avictus quickly fired and killed the shooter, who fell backwards back into the lavatory. 

Avictus turned his attention to Kendro. He put both his hands on the chest wound, but the blood 

ignored them and seeped out anyway. 

 Kendro looked up, “Go” he said, struggling to breath. Avictus turned him around and 

propped him up against the station’s back wall. He picked up Kendro’s rifle and gave it to him. 

He looked him in the face, nodded, and proceeded to the auxiliary hallway. The crew would have 

certainly heard the non-silenced round that Kendro’s killer fired. As he barred the door behind 

him, he heard the faint sound of the N8-issued rifle firing. A few louder rounds returned the 

noise.  

 Avictus quickly made his way to the bridge. He activated the final door control, and 

entered the bridge, rifle first. Marsil and Vikaeris had already made it. The navigator lay dead 

on the floor, but the pilot and another man were sitting on their knees with their hands behind 

their heads, with Marsil pointing his rifle at them. 

 “Kendro?” the captain asked. Avictus shook his head forlornly. 

 “Dammit!” the captain responded. He looked at the man next to the pilot and smacked 

him across the face with the butt of his rifle. Vikaeris did not like losing men under his command. 

“We’ll make this quick then.” 

 He looked at the man again, “Director Kreon has questions, if you answer them, you 

live,” he lied. “Where did you send the stolen funds, who were your accomplices, and how far 

into the development of the weapon did your team make it?” 

 The man didn’t answer, he didn’t look at the captain either. 

 Vikaeris repeated with a sharper tone, “Where did you send the stolen funds, who were 

your accomplices, and how far into the development of the weapon did your team make it?” 

 The man smiled, he found something humorous. He was well dressed, he wore political 

garb with a “rank VI” patch on his jacket. It was unusual for the team to have such a high 

ranking political official as their target, but they weren’t trained to ask questions. 

 “I’ll give you one more chance: where did you send the stolen funds, who were your 

accomplices, and how far into the development of the weapon did your team make it?” The 

captain raised his rifle.  

 Noise could be heard coming from behind the bridge’s main and auxiliary doors. Captain 

Vikaeris looked at Avictus. Avictus walked over to the main door’s controls and locked it. The 

auxiliary door didn’t have this function, so he positioned himself facing it, rifle pointed.  

 The man finally spoke, “Is that what they told you?” Captain Vikaeris did not reply. 

“Kreon won the last Committee election, as you know. But there was foul play. He had his thugs, 

you maybe, break into the government’s archives and tamper with the votes. I received 2,843 

votes to his 2,359. He altered the numbers before they were sent to the Committee of Presidents 

for review. He framed me for embezzling funds to build some weapon which would allegedly be 

used to attack the capitol.” 

 Vikaeris replied, “Kreon said you would have a story, he told me you were a liar and a 

traitor. To ignore your words, and to kill you regardless of what you said.” 

 He paused for a few moments. 

 “Lucky for you, I don’t like that son of a bitch at all. This op felt rotten from the get-go. 

Do you have proof?” he asked. The man nodded. He pointed to a computer behind him. Captain 



Vikaeris motioned at Avictus to examine. Iva parsed the data and pulled up hundreds of records, 

audio recordings of Kreon, the official vote tally records from the archives, and fabricated 

evidence regarding the alleged weapon. 

 “Avictus?” the captain asked. Avictus nodded confidently. Vikaeris lowered his rifle, and 

indicated to Marsil to do the same. The captain didn’t notice Marsil disobey this order. 

 “Fucking hell,” Vikaeris said. “How many of these missions have been about covering 

up that prick’s corruption?” he asked rhetorically. 

 Surprisingly, the man answered, “All of them. I’ve been suspect of Kreon for some time, I 

did not expect him to send a kill squad. Though I have been following your team’s missions. If I 

had stepped in, I would have risked revealing my investigation. I’m sorry. But all of your targets 

as N8, have been innocent people.” 

 Captain Vikaeris jerked his head to the side and smashed his fist on the wall. 

 “You’re not buying this shit, cap’n, are ya?” Marsil asked. “You said it yourself, Kreon 

told us he’d have a story. Let’s kill him and get out of here before they break through that main 

door.” 

 “No, we’re done,” replied the captain despondently. 

 Marsil shook his head, “Sad day.” Vikaeris wasn’t paying attention, he was still 

processing the revelation. Marsil raised his rifle and pointed it at the captain’s head. “Sorry 

cap’n, Kreon warned me you would be easily turned, it’s been an honor. Avictus, there will be a 

generous bounty awaiting you when you return to Earth. And then we forget all about this.” 

 The rifle fired, the round spun through the air and landed in the side of his head. Marsil 

fell to the ground. A bit of smoke left the muzzle of Avictus’ rifle. Captain Vikaeris was still not 

paying attention. 

 The main door burst open, six men armed with rifles entered and pointed them at 

Vikaeris and Avictus. 

 The man spoke, “At ease. We’ve talked it through.” 

 Avictus opened his eyes. He was sweating profusely and breathing heavily. He stood up 

and stumbled to his apartment’s facilities. He washed his face and stared into the mirror. He 

turned on the shower and removed his armor and undergarments. The warm water was soothing. 

He liked the solace he one finds in the peace of steam and warm water. This personal time, 

sectioned off from the world allowed him to contemplate. He would never have told anyone this, 

but he was quite lonely, and sad. How many people was it?48 targets… how many people did we 

kill just trying to get to them? He reached his hand out of the shower and grabbed the bottle on 

the counter. He took two pills, and sat down, letting the warm water fall onto him. 

 The pills weren’t helping. His mind kept repeating the events of that final mission. He 

was glad at least that he had learned the truth, but it didn’t matter. Vikaeris and Avictus left the 

frigate and let it continue on its way. Kreon had planned for this possible eventuality. The 

frigate, along with the evidence and potential whistleblower, was destroyed by a military 

dreadnaught before it reached its destination. It caused a small scandal in the capitol, but Kreon 

convinced the rest of the Committee of his fabricated story. He used his power and influence to 

evade punishment for his crimes. Avictus despised injustice, but he had resigned from its pursuit 

after that fateful mission. 

 He turned the shower off and dressed in his usual outfit. Black pajamas and 

undergarments, with his trusty dark green titanium-plated suit. He did not equip his weapons, he 

didn’t want to be reminded of anything like that. To take his mind off of the misery of the world, 

Avictus decided to explore. He could travel freely throughout most of the Aegis’ non-



governmental zones. There were a few usual spots he liked to visit which he considered this 

night; the watering holes at the foot of the mountain in Trade and Commerce Zone-C, the 

human-only nightlife in Living Zone 12-Z, or perhaps the arena in Entertainment Zone 1-A. He 

walked out of his flat and hailed a transport. 

 “The Parched Priori,” Avictus told the pilot. Priori were a species found on several Milky 

Way planets, they had long necks and chitinous shells on their backs. They were docile, and 

drew their nourishment from an alcohol-like substance called vocatus. Most of the non-human 

species on Aegis drank this beverage as well, but for recreation. Avictus did not indulge at all. 

Although The Parched Priori did serve alcohol which could be consumed by humans, he did not 

like how it affected his focus. He much preferred the ethereal feeling that fenrial gave him.  

 The transport stopped, “Road’s closed ahead,” the driver said. “Shouldn’t be too far of a 

walk.” Avictus thanked him and stepped onto the road. 

 Roads in Aegis were made from a combination of aluminum and a substance which 

Avictus wasn’t familiar. They were designed to provide on-demand power to small transports 

like the one Avictus had just used. Larger transports and shuttles were required to use the 

shuttleways above the roads. These were designated swathes of air which allowed for more 

maneuverability in inter-Aegis travel, as well as larger ship mass. 

 Avictus looked above him and saw a flurry of ships traveling above. On the road by his 

side, transports and private crafts were lined up after discovering the road ahead was closed. An 

Aegis Security craft passed by, one of the officers nodded at Avictus, having noticed he was a 

Sentinel. Avictus walked alongside the closed road; there was no shortage of activity in the area 

though. He passed a long line which led to the entrance of an nightclub. 

 “Ooooo, a Sentinel! And he’s a human too!” a female jurgari on the line whispered 

loudly to her group. One of her cohorts replied in a disappointed tone, “I heard humans have no 

reproductive organs and have no sense of pleasure.” Another countered, “How is it that humans 

still exist if they don’t reproduce?” This stumped the group. The one who first noticed Avictus 

replied, “Let’s find out!” 

 “Hey honey,” she called out to him. “Care to dance?” 

 Avictus smiled and continued on his way. The strip was lined with several more 

nighteries, but he did not feel too comfortable in these establishments. He failed to appreciate the 

electronic signals that were blared in these places, and he wasn’t much of a dancer. He liked 

human music though, and The Parched Priori catered to this taste. He rarely saw other humans 

there, but the nonhuman crowd who frequented the venue was comprised of many human music 

enthusiasts. 

 He arrived outside the Priori and was immediately greeted by the guard. Avictus skipped 

the line and walked in; a perk of being a Sentinel. He took a seat at a small table toward the front 

of the stage. Although he rarely ordered anything, the owner liked boasting that a Sentinel 

frequented his establishment. One of Avictus’ favorite performers was on the stage this night, 

Pazul Giloberot. He was an irtuvoso, a tall species which were known for their remarkably long 

arms. He played the agurit, a medium sized instrument which made sound by having the player 

pluck its six fibrous cords. Avictus listened to the melodies and watched calmly. 

 “He’s something else, eh Avictus?” said a pale green jurgari who wore dress garb. He sat 

down in the empty chair adjacent to Avictus at the table. “Can I get you anything?” he asked. 

The owner of the establishment liked to chat with his VIPs when they came. 

 “Thanks pal, I’m all good.” Avictus never recalled this jurgari’s name, it contained 

several syllables which humans could not pronounce, so he resorted to “pal” whenever 



addressing him. They sat for a few more minutes, enjoying the performance. The owner spoke 

again, “Listen, I don’t like to get involved in official business. But someone came by a few 

nights ago, looking for you.” It can’t be, how did she get on the station? 

 “Let me guess, a woman in a worn red suit?” 

 The owner nodded, “She said it was urgent, asked where to find you.” 

 “What did you tell her?” 

 “The truth: I didn’t know where you were, that you were an irregular customer. Heh, well 

‘customer’ is a stretch.” 

 It’s starting to look like this case is coming whether I want it or not. Avictus sighed, “I 

appreciate you telling me.” The owner nodded and stood up, “You’re always welcome here 

Avictus. Please excuse me, I’ve got several other VIPs to attend to, and they actually buy things 

here!” Avictus laughed, he knew it was meant in jest. Jurgari didn’t usually make jokes, but 

being a bar owner on Aegis required one to adapt to all sorts of social situations. 

 Avictus enjoyed the rest of the performance, though he left shortly before it ended to 

avoid having patrons recognize him. He started the walk back to the junction where the road 

opened up again to catch a transport home. It was quite late at this point, the area was quieting 

down as slivers of faux sunlight began to descend from above. He walked passed the club from 

earlier, a group of nonhumans outside of it were conversing in a language he couldn’t identify. 

He thought one of them pointed in his direction, but he continued on his way. He arrived back at 

the point where the road opened again. He didn’t call a transport yet, he liked the desolation of 

the early morning. He just stood. His abstraction was interrupted. 

 “Thought I might not find you,” said a coarse voice from behind him. It was the crodolian 

who was with Maxori the previous day. “Once I heard a human Sentinel was walking the roads, I 

knew that would be my chance,” he snarled. 

 Avictus turned around, but didn’t respond. 

 “What’s this?! No weapons on you? Too easy, scum,” the crodolian condescended. He 

drew a blade from a sheath on his belt and held it in front of him. Avictus stood still. 

 After a short stare down, the crodolian charged at Avictus with force. Avictus still didn’t 

move. The crodolian grew quite close. Avictus could see the blade was aimed at his head. It must 

have been only a few inches away from making contact, as Avictus chopped downward on the 

crodolian’s arm, causing the blade to drop its trajectory and bounce off of Avictus’ titanium 

chest plate. The crodolian was cursed and lost his balance. Before he could regain it, Avictus 

grabbed the blade-wielding arm and twisted it over shoulder. A crackling sound occurred and the 

crodolian roared. He dropped the blade and stepped backward. 

 As he regained composure, “You human filth, that wasn’t fair! You tricked me by not 

moving,” he howled as he put pressure in his broken forearm. “Fight with honor you beast!” 

He’s calling me beast? 

 Avictus threw up his fists and assumed his unarmed fighting stance. The blade lay on the 

ground in front of him, he kicked it back to the crodolian. “Rematch?” he asked. 

 The crodolian grunted, and picked up the blade. He walked away, cradling his broken 

arm and muttering about his misfortune. Avictus thought he spotted a red blur on the other side 

of the road, but he only saw it peripherally, and it was gone by the time he looked over. Hm. 

 Avictus procured a transport and directed it back to his flat. He slept for the rest of the 

day. 

 

 



Chapter 4 

 

 “Living Zone 5-C,” he told the pilot. The pilot looked at him oddly, and then he noticed 

the emblem on Avictus’ left shoulder. Humans were not normally permitted in 5-C, it was one of 

the restricted areas which could only be accessed with special permission, or some sort of official 

Aegis status. There had been a catastrophic accident in the zone a long time ago, and as a result 

the zone was poorer, less well maintained, and rougher than the other living zones. He had never 

been there before, Aegis Security generally tended to affairs in the zone. He was still perplexed 

as to why this case was sent to the Sentinels. 

 They arrived at the checkpoint which led to 5-C’s main entrance. Several armed Aegis 

Security officers stood watch across the gated platform, one of them motioned the craft forward. 

 An irkinyan guard walked up to the shuttle, “Please present credentials before going 

further. 5-C is a protected zone.” 

 Avictus leaned forward, displaying his shoulder. “I’m looking for Officer Uter Vy.” 

 Her eyes widened, she responded immediately, “He’s on patrol toward the center of the 

zone. You are cleared to enter, but this craft is not. We will have one of our shuttles bring you to 

the forward station Officer Vy operates out of.” Avictus nodded and got out of his transport, 

generously tipping the pilot. The guards at the gate were more heavily armed than Avictus 

expected. They each carried a rifle in their arms, with a carbine and sidearm attached to their 

suits. Frag and smoke grenades lined their belts, and an ammo cache sat next to the main gate’s 

controls. Is this to keep 5-C safe from outsiders? Or outsiders safe from 5-C? 

 The shuttle arrived promptly. The irkinyan accompanied Avictus on board, “Should be a 

short ride,” she assured him. They lifted off, the main gate opened and they entered the outskirts 

of 5-C. There wasn’t much to see at first. There was some farmland, a small lake, and a few 

buildings along the shuttleway which led to the zone’s center metropolis. Avictus didn’t see 

anything reminiscent of a catastrophe, yet. Nice and peaceful so far. Too peaceful, none of the 

other zones have such remote entrances.  

 The shuttle closed in on the zone’s main city. Avictus noticed it seemed darker than other 

Aegis cities, from afar at least. A smattering of structures along the city’s periphery turned into a 

sprawling array of buildings as the ride continued. Avictus started to notice some things. Many 

of the buildings appeared to be abandoned, and damaged. He could now see why the city 

appeared to be dark; there were noticeably fewer active lighting panels in this zone compared to 

the other zones. He guessed roughly half of them were still active, which caused the lighting 

distribution in the zone to be erratic.  

 Further into the zone’s center, there were several empty blocks. Avictus surmised that 

buildings used to inhabit this area, but the catastrophe must have destroyed them. Aegis citizens 

could be seen on the surface; there did appear to be some normalcy in this zone. Shuttles and 

transports traveled the roads and shuttleways, though not nearly as many as other zones were 

used to. 

 Avictus called out to the irkinyan guard, “What happened here?” He didn’t expect her to 

know, and if she did he didn’t expect her to tell him. But perhaps a bit of rumor would help shed 

some light on this zone for him. 

 “There used to be a chemical processing plant in this zone, a little over a hundred years 

ago.” She continued, “They had an incident.” 

 “I’m guessing it was located nearer the entrance, where the open land is now?” Chemical 

plants in other districts are located at the rear entrances. This is odd. 



 “Yes, that area was completely razed as a result of the incident.” 

 Avictus changed topics, “You aren’t regular Security officers are you?” 

 “No,” she shook her head. “We’re from the Aegis Defense.” 

 “What goes on in 5-C?” Avictus asked. 

 “Nothing good.” She was still skeptical to share information with a human, even if he 

was a Sentinel. The rest of the ride was silent. 

 The shuttle landed on the roof of a two story structure. Four turrets occupied each corner 

of the rectangular building. One of them was set on the shuttle, just in case. The irkinyan opened 

the shuttle door, “He should be back by now. Good luck.” The shuttle left. 

 Avictus entered the small forward base. There wasn’t much activity on the second floor. 

There was a firing range which was in use, an empty med station, and a dark kitchen. Avictus 

took the stairs to the first floor. 

  “Excuse me! How did you get in here?!” a guard approached Avictus as he exited the 

stairwell. Avictus flashed his shoulder. “Oh, I see sir. Nevermind.” 

 “Uter Vy?” Avictus asked. 

 The guard nodded, “Follow me.” They walked down a long corridor to the other side of 

the building, and arrived at an office suite. A crodolian clerk was vigorously organizing some 

papers behind a rusted desk. 

 “Sentinel, here to see the CO,” the guard told the clerk. The clerk motioned that they may 

proceed. “In there,” the guard pointed. 

 Avictus knocked. 

 “Come in.” 

 A very messy office was behind the door. The walls were unevenly lined with security 

camera feeds and consoles, and in the rear wall was a bookshelf which was falling apart. 

Random papers were strewn about the floor, and a few magazines sat next to a pistol on the desk. 

Behind the desk was an elderly qorlin. The qorlin, along with the jurgari, exercised the most 

political power on Aegis; ten of the twelve Aegis Councilors were either jurgari or qorlin. Qorlin 

lifespans averaged between five hundred to seven hundred years, but some qorlin were over a 

millennia old. Though they have incredible intelligence and mental abilities, they are not so 

physically threatening. And their tempers flared easily, almost with human child-like petulance. 

Their light blue skin tone matched their yellow eyes. Their lanky bodies and narrow heads were 

generally covered in robe-like garb. It was odd to see a qorlin in a lightly plated suit.  

 “You’re the Aegis Sentinel then?” Officer Vy asked rhetorically. “Very good then. This 

is about the missing jurgari youth.” 

 “Yes, can I ask why you forwarded it to Sentinel Command?” Avictus asked, not 

rhetorically. 

 The qorlin looked surprised, “What? I thought Sentinel Command pulled this case from 

us?”  

 Great. No one knows where this case came from. Avictus decided to ignore the 

discrepancy for the momen, “Okay, what can you tell me about the case?” 

 “A jurgari youth was reported missing a few days ago. A common occurrence in 5-C, life 

here is a bit rougher than it is in the other zones. We don’t receive as much support from Control 

Command, and many of the zone’s systems are working at partial capacity, or aren’t working at 

all. It’s sad, but that chemical plant explosion really put this zone behind. The damage was so 

massive, it was not possible to make repairs without docking the entire station for an 

indeterminate amount of time. The Council voted it wasn’t worth it, and they decided to repair as 



best they could, and focus future settlement efforts in other zones.” Interesting, but that didn’t 

really tell me anything about the case. 

 “I could tell you were curious.” Is he responding to my thoughts? 

 “Anyway, the case,” Vy continued. “Young jurgari male, fifty six Earth years old. He 

lived in a commune toward the northwest of the city. A particularly dangerous area, we’ve been 

skirmishing with the local gangs for a few decades. In the past, Aegis has sent in a full battalion 

to clear them out, but they always recover and regroup. Now we just keep them in check.” 

 “I need to visit his room,” Avictus demanded. 

 “You’re welcome to investigate anywhere you would like to in 5-C, I will update your 

security credentials. We have a few personal shuttles, borrow one.” Officer Vy paused before 

saying, “Good luck. I know you’re a Sentinel, but no one is safe by themselves out there. Watch 

yourself.” 

 Avictus nodded and made his way to the shuttle bay. It was more of a garage, set up 

using makeshift debris next to the forward base’s building. Two regular shuttles were housed 

there, as well as several one-seaters. 

 Avictus traveled through the streets to the address Vy gave him. He traced his finger 

along his bracelet. 

 “Iva, be alert. We’re in unfriendly territory.” 

 “Yes, Avictus.” 

 They cruised along the matrix of roads set before them. The population was sparse, there 

was little activity going on outside. As he traveled further north he saw more citizens going 

about their business, and fewer bedraggled buildings. The incident must have not covered the 

entire zone. He arrived at the waypoint Vy had given him. A medium sized apartment building 

stood there, it was gated, but the gate appeared to have been installed separately from the 

building’s construction. 

 “What’s the password?” barked a crodolian standing near the gate. 

 “I’m a Sentinel, I’m investigating a missing jurgari male. I’d like to see his room,” 

Avictus stated. 

 “Sentinel… don’t care. What’s the password?” The crodolian pulled out a knife. 

 “Trust me, I don’t need a password to get in,” threatened Avictus. 

 The crodolian spit. He looked around, checking to make sure there was no one watching. 

He charged with his knife at Avictus. Really? If only he knew another crodolian tried this same 

move just a few days ago. This time Avictus drew his knife, he caught the crodolian’s arm in his 

hand, and brought his own knife to the crodolian’s neck. 

 “Alright, alright! Just doin’ my job,” he pleaded. He dropped his knife. “Yes, missing 

jurgari. One of our own, Renden. Went missing three days ago.” 

 “Did anyone have a problem with Renden?” Avictus asked sternly. 

 The crodolian tilted his head, he was nervous.  

 Avictus assured him, “I’m only here to investigate Renden’s disappearance.” 

 “Oh. Swell. Either way.” The crodolian tried to mask his feeling of relief. “Well, no one 

personally had it out for him. Not as far as I know. But any number of rival gangs could have 

taken him. This happens. They take one of our guys, torture and kill him. Maybe send us some 

demands or a recording of the act. Then we take one of their guys, torture and kill him. All part 

o’ life here.” How nice. 

 “I’m going to check his room. Will anyone else be giving me trouble? I am not here for 

trouble,” Avictus said. 



 The crodolian responded, “I’ll send a message out, as long as you’re only investigating 

Renden, no one will bother you. Renden’s room is the last one on the far side of the top floor.” 

 “Good,” Avictus responded. “By the way, does your group trade in any human 

substances?”  

 “A little, we export a few things to resistance bases in the districts,” the crodolian 

responded, unsure of how truthful to be. “Need something?” 

 “Fenrial.” 

 “Well hell, now yer talking my language. As a gesture of my desire to not get killed or 

busted by a Sentinel, I’ll have a bottle waiting for you when you come back outside.” 

 Avictus pat the crodolian on the back, and walked into the building. It looked like it had 

been renovated since its initial construction. Marble lined the corridors, and the apartments and 

offices were furnished with quality woods and metals. Through a slightly ajar door Avictus could 

see a group sitting around a table with all manner of illegal substances on it; some of which were 

open and were being actively consumed. Avictus moved on. He could hear shouting coming 

from one of the apartments. Then a gunshot. Laughter. As he passed by the room he could hear 

voices. 

 “Close! Har har.” The voice sounded intoxicated. Another one responded, “Next one will 

get ‘im right between the eyes.” Another gunshot.  “Gotcha, you bastard!” 

Avictus peered into the room. A group of drunken jurgari appeared to be playing target 

practice with a remote-controlled human figurine. Best not involve myself with this one. 

Avictus moved on, he was on the second floor now. He heard moaning coming from 

down the hallway. He wasn’t sure if someone was in pain, or if it was something else. He put his 

hand on his new sidearm, and slowly walked across the hallway. The moans grew louder as he 

got closer. He arrived at the door sill to discover the door was wide open, showcasing the 

crodolian and jurgari who were in the room. They were in quite a compromising position. 

Avictus uncomfortably sped past the room, hoping they wouldn’t notice. 

He arrived on the third floor, and quickly made his way to Renden’s room without prying 

into any activities which may have been taking place on the floor. The room was small; beside 

the bunk was a desk. Avictus noticed a few small blood stains on the desk, and upon closer 

examionation that the wood was unevenly distributed; likely indicating impact. Recent, he didn’t 

leave here on his own accord. He scanned the rest of the room. There was a dresser with an 

entertainment station on top of it, along with several pieces of paraphernalia and weaponry. 

Avictus now noticed a console was built into the desk, hidden under a fake back panel. He 

activated the console. 

“Iva, can you get me in? It’s locked,” Avictus requested. 

“Decrypting now Avictus. Just a moment,” Iva reported. A few seconds elapsed. “Done.” 

Avictus searched the console. Hm, lots of comms about local gang movement, a few 

export records to resistance bases, access keys for Aegis Security Command?! That must be how 

their export operation to Earth has gone unnoticed. Dammit, I said I would only involve myself 

in Renden’s affairs. 

Avictus continued searching the room. Not much here really. Not much to go off of. 

“Iva, what do you make of it?” 

“We could interrogate some of these contacts. Although there are signs of a fight in here, 

there is nothing conclusive as to Renden’s whereabouts,” Iva informed. 

A notification appeared on the console’s screen, the message flashed on and off for a few 

seconds before disappearing completely: Block 86. 



“Iva, where is block 86?” 

“Close. Avictus, I apologize if I am being obvious, but this seems like a trap,” Iva 

warned. 

“Certainly feels that way,” Avictus agreed. “Well, to block 86.” 

Avictus walked back down the stairwell, still avoiding any activity in the building. His 

crodolian friend was waiting for him with the bottle. He tossed it to Avictus and walked away. 

“Hey!” Avictus called out to him. “Where’s my shuttle?” 

The crodolian replied, “Shuttle? What shuttle?” I see where this is going. Fucking 

miscreants, not worth the paperwork I’d have to file if I killed them. I’ll walk to 86 and call Vy 

from there. 

Avictus grimaced, turned around, and started walking in the direction Iva told him to. He 

took two pills, and tried to enjoy his sojourn through 5-C. This place looks worse up close. What 

really happened here? There were a few passers-by, as Avictus walked down the mostly vacant 

road. But they made efforts to avoid him, he wasn’t sure if it was because he was a human or a 

Sentinel. Likely both. A few shuttles passed by overhead, he could feel the warm air they pushed 

aside waft over him.  

 Avictus arrived at block 86. There were several buildings on the block, but all appeared 

to be abandoned. In fact, the immediately surrounding blocks appeared to be abandoned as well. 

As he examined the block closer, he saw a light shining through one of the windows toward the 

top of a tower-like building. They’re waiting for me. 

His curiosity grew. He appreciated surprise and spontaneity. He walked into the 

structure’s entrance. He could see the beginnings of a spiral staircase which probably lined the 

building’s interior; he guessed it continued to the top. It was not a particularly expansive 

building. Avictus surmised from its construction that it was at one point a watch tower for Aegis 

Security. That must have been some time ago though, as debris littered the floor. Part of the 

stairs appeared to be inaccessible as well, but there was a small lift at the rear of the building. He 

opened the gate, and selected a floor near the top. The lift moved slowly, giving him time to 

examine his surroundings extensively. 

“Iva, any life forms detected?” 

“My scanners are encountering interference Avictus, I can give you no sensory 

information,” Iva stated. Okay, now this is really interesting. Avictus equipped his sidearm. The 

lift stopped. He opened the gate and stepped quietly through the floor. He found where the 

stairwell continued, walking up a few more floors. He could start to see rays of light shining into 

the stairwell. His destination would be on the next floor. 

Avictus quietly exited the staircase, and peered into the short hallway. The room with the 

light was easy to spot, he crouched and began moving toward it. Okay. Three… two… one… 

Avictus stood up and shifted his body toward the room, pointing his sidearm forward and 

darting into the room so as to evade any potential surprise attack. No one attacked him. At the 

center of the room sat a bound jurgari male. Renden. He had a small wound on his head, but he 

was conscious – though he was gagged and restrained. Avictus walked up to the jurgari, when a 

voice behind him spoke. 

“You are not an easy individual to pin down,” a female voice said. Avictus smiled, and 

turned around. In the doorway stood the woman in red. He remembered her short dark hair, her 

worn red suit, and her confident stance. 



 “Why all of the drama?” he asked. “Poor Renden here must be terrified.” He removed the 

gag from Renden’s mouth. The jurgari stayed silent. Avictus’ smile grew, “He’s afraid of you, 

isn’t he? What did you tell him?” 

 The woman replied, “That if he spoke I would cut out his tongue and feed it to his gang. I 

was lying of course, but it made him much more cooperative than he had been originally.” She 

ran her fingers over his head wound, and then untied him. “Thank you Renden, your help has 

been appreciated.” The jurgari male leapt up from the chair and sprinted out of the room, 

muttering “psychopath” and “maniac” as he stormed out. 

 “You are Sentinel Unaré,” she said. 

 “Yes. I saw you at the resistance base in the Capital District. Ortolo said you broke in. 

And I saw you a few nights ago across the road, after I had a meeting with a disgruntled citizen,” 

he paused. 

 “Judging by your suit, which you stole, possibly off a corpse, and your stealth skills and 

potential job for me… I’m guessing you’re a rogue who’s gotten into some kind of trouble? 

Human trouble. Otherwise you would have gone to Aegis Security. And that leads me to a 

question I don’t know the answer to, how did you get aboard Aegis?” 

 “You’re close. Rogue? If that’s the word you want to use, sure. Did I steal this suit? Yes. 

From a corpse? No. Am I in trouble? Always. But there’s more to it than that,” she ran her hand 

through her hair, and walked to the window at the end of the room. “I need help. I need help 

finding something out, help verifying something I saw.” 

 Oh? Avictus was intrigued. “I don’t know what you’ve heard about me, but I don’t take 

private assignments.” 

 She looked back at him, “I heard you were unreliable, a junkie, but skilled and genuine. 

You weren’t my first choice for this. That’s the reason for ‘the drama.’ I’ve had to become more 

careful the past few months. Someone may be on to me.”  

 “Well, you went through the trouble of sneaking onto the station – which I still want to 

know about by the way – following me, and setting up this trap. I’ll hear you out,” though he 

promised no more than that. 

 “What do you know about the first contact attempts from when Aegis first appeared in 

the system?” she asked. 

 He answered, “The same as everyone else. There was a meeting between Earth officials 

and Aegis. The Earth officials negotiated with Aegis, and made a deal. Resources for continued 

existence. Aegis got its reserves cushioned, and humanity got to continue being. Humans had 

been exerting this same transaction on each other for millennia. I don’t think it’s particularly 

suspect or unique. In fact, it’s disappointingly predictable.” 

 “Yes, that is what was reported at the time, and what is said today,” she said with a 

doubtful tone. 

 “You think there’s more to the story,” Avictus stated, he was really captivated now. 

Though it was unclear whether or not that was due to their conversation or the fact that he had 

noticed she quite. 

 “A few months ago, I broke into a government intelligence archive on Earth. I visit the 

archives often, I use their espionage resources to spy on officials, and blackmail them for credits. 

It’s not lucrative, but at least it’s honest work,” she joked. “But I saw something else while I was 

there. References to a classified operation, which began in 2082. ‘Ultima Conventum,’ it was 

called.”  

  Avictus shrugged. 



 “It’s Latin,” she said. “Translates to: final meeting.” 

 “That’s all you have?” Avictus said, surprised. “An operation name from over a hundred 

years ago?” 

 She rebutted, “Don’t you find it odd that it was titled ‘final’ and not ‘first’? And that it is 

still classified after 112 years?”  

 Avictus agreed, “Yes I do. That doesn’t mean I’m going to break into a classified 

archives and try to hire a Sentinel to chase down a far-fetched conspiracy. What is your theory 

anyway?” 

 “The government lied to us. To Earth. The official reports of how that meeting went, 

they’re missing something,” she declared. “I wasn’t completely sure, but the first two people I 

approached with this have both gone missing.” 

 Avictus interrupted, “Pethos and Rordin. Dammit!” Avictus was frustrated now. “You 

saved me for last, because I was the riskiest.”  

 She nodded and became uncharacteristically soft, “I’m sorry. I know they were your 

friends.”  

 “They are my friends,” he corrected. Avictus walked to the other side of the room and 

stood next to her. 

 “Okay,” he said. 

 “Okay?” she repeated. 

 “I’ll help. Pethos and Rordin would do the same in my position,” he said with a fond 

tone. It then changed to suspicion, “What’s your reason for pursuing this so intensely? Two 

Sentinels go missing, and you want to dig yourself in deeper?” 

 She didn’t answer. 

 “Fine, let’s just get out of 5-C. But first, your name? Mine’s Avictus.” 

 She walked back to the center of the room and stood under the light. Her armor gleamed, 

an energy radiated from her face. Around and behind her, darkness. 

 “Call me Anní.” 

 

 

Chapter 5  
 

 “Officer Vy?” he asked through the communications link Iva established. He had a quick 

conversation with the qorlin, and sat down on a chair-sized piece of rubble in front of the tower. 

 “They’ll have a shuttle to us in five,” he said. 

 Evening had fallen, visibility was less than fifteen meters. In other zones, night time 

lighting could be accurately mimicked by Aegis Control’s manipulation of the lighting panels, 

but here there was no control. A sliver of faux moonlight illuminated the immediate area outside 

of the tower; it was likely that some sections of 5-C were pitch black during night hours. Avictus 

had a small flashlight attached to his tactical belt, but it wouldn’t have been enough to traverse 

this abyss. 

After a few minutes of silence, Avictus asked, “Do you have a plan?” He was eager to 

track down his fellow human Sentinels. Though they didn’t see each other often, Pethos and 

Rordin were the only two friends he had left. They better be alive. 

 Anní, still standing at the tower’s entrance, responded, “Maybe. The archive I told you 

about, it’s in District 14. I’ve been there several times. This last time, I noticed there’s a section 



of the complex that is viewable from the exterior, but has no entrance on the inside. That is, no 

easily accessible entrance.” She walked next to Avictus, but did not sit down. 

 “So there’s a secret archive, in the archive?” Avictus asked, he tried to maintain a balance 

between curiosity and patronization.   

 She did not appreciate the facetiousness, her voice sharpened, “There is a part of the 

archive that the government went out of their way to make difficult to access. It’s a starting 

point, Avictus.”  

 Avictus nodded. He could hear the shuttle arriving. A second later the tower’s entrance 

was illuminated by the shuttle’s forward and landing lights. Avictus waved. The shuttle landed in 

the center of the road, the door opened and Officer Vy himself greeted them. Two guards were 

with him, along with the shuttle’s pilot. 

 “Hail, sir,” Vy started. He seemed irked. “I told you it was trouble out here. Now we’re 

down a transport, Security Command isn’t going to be eager to issue us a replacement out here! 

We barely received enough ammunition last month, how am I supp…” 

 Really, that’s the first thing you’re going to say?  

 “Alright!” Avictus stopped him. “I will have Aegis Security send you a replacement. And 

for helping me out, I’ll see what else I can get for you. Okay? We square?” 

 The qorlin nodded. Now that his ire had dissipated, he noticed Anní. “Who is this?” he 

asked. 

 Anní answered before Avictus could. She changed her naturally confident voice to sound 

juvenile and helpless, “The gang was keeping me with Renden. It was awful! Thank you so 

much for saving me, brave Aegis Security officer.” Avictus’s eyebrows rose. 

The qorlin blushed, “Well… I… I… I just… just brought the shuttle. Yes, saved you both 

though. That’s my job. Alright, let’s get back to the operating base. It’s more dangerous out here 

than either of you two think.” 

The shuttle lifted off and began its trip back to the forward base. Avictus could see 

nothing out of the windows. The shuttle would have the route programmed in, so it wasn’t a 

concern. But it still made him feel uneasy. In the military, night missions were always 

accompanied with proper headgear for thermal and infrared sight. For an Aegis Defense unit, the 

guards tending to 5-C were poorly equipped. Aside from the gatekeepers that was, Avictus was 

now sure they were there to stop any of 5-C’s lesser-behaved inhabitants from getting out. 

Clearly, Aegis Control had given up on the zone.  

Avictus pondered his new situation. For the first time in a while, he felt a passion which 

motivated him. A possible conspiracy, a damsel in a bit of distress, Pethos and Rordin; there was 

meaning to these things. Meaning that he wasn’t able to find in his normal assignments. We 

should meet with Ortolo first, at least to prepare somewhere safe. As he continued to deliberate 

internally, he noticed a speck of light outside of the shuttle’s port window. It got bigger, quickly. 

“We’re going to be hit!” he shouted. “Brace!” He quickly pulled down the seat’s locking 

harness over Anní, who was sitting next to him. He tended to his next. A second later the jarring 

sound of metal being ripped apart permeated their eardrums, and the shuttle violently shifted 

directions. They were spinning now. We couldn’t have been that high, we’ll hit the ground any 

second. Or a building. The shuttle performed several rotations, Avictus lost count in his 

dizziness. He noticed whatever hit them had put a pretty big hole in the back of the shuttle. 

Without starboard thrusters, they wouldn’t be going anywhere. He passed out. 

Am I dead? Darkness, at first. Then a smoky blur. Noise. How long has it been? I’m still 

in my seat, minutes. He looked to his right. Anní was fidgeting in her seat, trying to pull the 



harness up. Avictus looked down, a piece of metal had penetrated and stuck itself through one of 

the riveted-mail gaps between the titanium plates on his suit’s left leg. Not going anywhere, 

dammit. He looked around the shuttle, Officer Vy appeared to be dead on the floor from a blunt 

head wound. The pilot was frantically attempting to contact the forward base. One of the guards 

was still in the shuttle, Avictus guessed the other wasn’t belted in during impact, and as a result 

was pulled out while in the air. 

He removed his sidearm from the holster, and fired at the locking mechanism above 

Anní’s seat. 

“Listen, you have to go,” he said to her. He then looked at the guard, “I don’t know 

where we are, but we must have been heading south. Keep moving, but be careful.” 

He looked back at Anní, “Here, take this with you. I cannot lose it.” He handed Captain 

Tethes’ pistol to Anní. She had a worried look on her face. 

“It’s fine, I’ll be fine. Get to Earth, go back to the base you found me at before. Find 

Colonel Rund. Go. ” She stared at him blankly, breathing heavily. “Go!” She leapt up, out of the 

shuttle, and into the night. The guard followed, he stepped out of the shuttle, carefully. Avictus 

heard a rifle fire. That was close by. The guard fell backwards into the shuttle, his head lay in 

front of Avictus’ feet. A large red stain was growing in the center of his chest. Dammit. 

He looked to the pilot, “Any luck getting in con –” The pilot had been shot as well, he lay 

slumped in his seat, blood and brain matter spilling from his head. Avictus focused himself. 

Since the shuttle crash landed at an angle, he stayed in his harness. If he unlocked it and fell out 

of his seat, the metal in his leg would rip through his flesh upon landing. He unsheathed his 

knife, and hid it at his side, reverse gripping it. He closed his eyes, and listened. Boot steps could 

be heard approaching. 

“I count one kill, two kill, three kill, four kill. Four kills sir. One appears to be the 

Sentinel.” 

A voice responded, “Hm, alright. Thought a Sentinel would have survived that. Get the 

body.” Avictus heard them walk into the shuttle. Two. Avictus squinted to get a peek at the 

doomed duo. As one of them put their hand on his shoulder and tried to unlock his harness, he 

jabbed his knife through and across the man’s stomach and in a singular motion continued his 

diagonal swing into the neck of the other intruder. 

“He’s alive,” the voice from before said. A small cylinder-like object rolled into the 

shuttle. Fentanyl gas. This isn’t the local gangs. He proceeded to lose consciousness. 

*** 

Still alive? He opened his eyes. He was laying down, on an uncomfortable table. He lifted 

his head; the debris had been removed from his leg, and the wound appeared to be stitched up 

and dressed. He still had his tactical belt and armor on, and his bracelet. Whoever his captors 

were, they weren’t thieves. He reached for his blue sash, but his arm didn’t move. Chains. Both 

arms were restrained to the table with a long chain. A door opened. Two men entered, both 

dressed in light blue and white plate suits. They stood at either side of the doorway, rifles in 

hand. A third man entered, wearing a similar suit, but with red embellishments on each shoulder 

plate. 

He walked over to the table, and unlocked Avictus’ restraints. Avictus noticed that his 

knife had been returned to its sheath. These guys are confident. The man pointed to an empty 

wooden chair. Avictus sat down, the man stayed standing. 



“I am Captain Batiron, New Select Group, 3
rd

 platoon CO.” I’ve heard of these guys. 

NSG was the program Kreon started after N8… dissolved. Captain Batiron had a weathered face 

which boasted several scars, and long, salty looking hair. 

Avictus did not respond. Though he met the captain’s gaze, unbroken. 

“I have introduced myself,” he said. “Please introduce yourself. As I’m sure you’ve 

surmised, we are not bandits. We are not thugs. I had our doctor look at you, and ordered some 

very angry men to return your Sentinel-issued blade. They wanted to kill you with it, for killing 

their squad mates and playing dead.” 

“You know what they say,” Avictus started. Captain Batiron’s face changed to reflect an 

eager intrigue. “Never trust a dead man.” 

Captain Batiron laughed, “Indeed.” He nodded, but it wasn’t directed at Avictus. “Now 

please, introduce yourself.” 

 “You know who I am,” Avictus asserted.  

The captain frowned and looked down, “Yes, but repartee is what separates us from 

simple beasts.” No, our ability to metaphor separates us from beasts, you beast. 

“Avictus Unaré, Aegis Sentinel.” 

“Very good. Avictus Unaré, I have some questions for you. They are not my questions, 

but I am to deliver the answers. You are not under arrest, presently.” Captain Batiron pulled up a 

chair from the table, and sat facing Avictus. He raised his head slightly, and began the 

interrogation. 

“When is the last time you saw Pethos and Rordin?” he asked. Well, I can tell the truth 

for this one at least. 

“Pethos... eight months. Checking in at Sentinel Command. Rordin, a bit longer. Close to 

a year. We teamed up for an op in District 7.” Avictus tried to peer through the open doorway to 

ascertain where he was being held. How long was I out? Hours? Days?  

The captain nodded. “That is an abnormally long time to not see either of them, is it not?” 

he asked rhetorically, and without pause continued, “I fear they have been led astray by someone 

who wishes to harm the government.” 

Avictus interjected, “Do you know where they are?” 

Captain Batiron smiled and said, “No.” He’s lying. He added, “President Kreon is fearful 

that this individual may be trying to mislead you as well.” What does Kreon have to do with 

Ultima Conventum? “Have you recently been accosted or approached by a woman named Anní 

Arytim?” So, they don’t know that she found me. 

“I haven’t been accosted or approached by any woman in a long time Captain Batiron. 

Shame really,” Avictus replied. “If you want to set me up with her though, you should tell her I 

travel a lot for work.” 

The captain did not laugh this time. He nodded his head slowly, again not looking at 

Avictus. “Okay,” he said. He stood up, and began walking out. 

“That’s it,” Avictus asked? 

“That’s it.” The captain took a few more steps. “Oh, right. Guards, restrain him again 

please.” Dammit. 

“What happened to repartee?” Avictus challenged. Captain Batiron turned around, and 

walked close to Avictus. He looked down, and spit on him. Avictus grit his teeth in anger. 

 “Please, pleasantry is a facade. We are all beasts.” He left the room. Our next meeting 

will not be this peaceful. The guards restrained Avictus, he did not resist. They left him, and 



closed the door. Fifteen minutes. He counted to 900, and then bent his left wrist as far as he 

could. Close, just a bit further. He managed to slide his pinky across his bracelet. 

“Hello Avictus. You sustained a significant injury, but it has been properly sewn shut and 

treated. You were injected with a government-made healing agent. You can walk, slowly,” Iva 

informed him. 

“How long since the crash?” he asked. 

“Twenty-nine hours.” Not too long, good. This is going to turn into a race. But a race to 

what? Well, I’m wrapped up in this whether I like it or not. The game is on. 

“Do you know where I am?” 

“We are still in 5-C, the air pressure is different here than it is in other zones. The entire 

environment is compromised. We do appear to be underground, in a small complex.” 

 Avictus looked around the room. It was a small square, just the table and a few chairs 

occupied it. Above him were pipes and wires. This is a makeshift base, it’s off the books. How 

many of these does NSG have aboard Aegis?  

 “Iva, I need a way out.” 

 “Yes, Avictus. Presently, your restraints are locked over your wrists. If you relax your 

hand, and slide your forearm plate into the restraint, it should be strong enough to rip it out of the 

table.” 

 Avictus loosened his left hand. He tried pushing his arm further into the restraint, the gap 

was not big enough. This is going to hurt. He tried again. The tip of the plate made it in, but it 

was repelled out. Again. This time he was able to get his forearm into the restraint. But it hurt, 

the added layer was inhibiting blood circulation, he could feel the numbing. He pushed upward 

as hard as he could. The restraint didn’t budge. He tried again, nothing. Dammit, maybe the other 

side. He repeated the same process on the other side, the restraint lifted slightly on the first push. 

He could see it had been raised from the table by a few centimeters. Alright. He pushed again, it 

lifted further. One more. He ripped his arm out of the restraint, which went flying across the 

room making a resounding clang as it hit the floor. 

The door swung open. A warning shot flew past Avictus’ head. 

“Stop!” yelled the guard. They’ve been ordered not to kill me. 

Avictus didn’t move. He was still lying on the table, though his right arm was free. He 

slowly started moving it toward his blade; the sheath clung to the left side of his tactical belt. 

Let’s test this out. 

“Stop!” the guard yelled frantically. Avictus kept moving his arm. The guard’s face grew 

fearful. Though he was holding a rifle to Avictus, his arms and legs were shaking. 

“Stop! Now!” he said. Avictus felt his hand grip the knife’s hilt. He had made it an inch 

or two out when a round flew across his chest, barely missing him. He quickly drew the knife 

from his left side and swung his arm over his body, releasing it at the right moment. It landed in 

the guard’s chest. That last shot was meant to kill. No dramatics next time Avictus. 

Avictus unlatched the restraint on his left hand, and stood up. He picked up the dead 

guard’s rifle, and peered out the doorway. The room he had been kept in was in the center of a 

hallway, either direction was accessible, but Avictus wasn’t sure which one would be best. 

 “Iva, which way?” 

 “I am detecting higher a concentration of carbon dioxide toward the left path, the exit is 

likely to the right. This complex is not noted in Aegis Control’s terrain database, it was likely 

built recently. Possibly illegally. I can give you no more data Avictus.” Avictus traced his finger 

along his bracelet, deactivating Iva.  He kept low, and walked into the hallway and started down 



toward the end. There was a metal door on the left. A stairwell, perhaps? He opened the door 

slowly, it appeared to be a living quarters. Members of the New Select Group were asleep in 

their bunks, two guards appeared to be on duty at a door near the far end of the room, but they 

were both slumped in their chairs, asleep. He looked around the room, noticing a notice board on 

the wall opposite the doorway. Pinned to the board was what appeared to be a map of the 

complex. One exit, take the door behind me through a large room, then down a hallway to a 

foyer with the exit. Avictus closed the door and took a step back, but then began to think. I’ve 

been on the receiving end of these shenanigans for too long. If I’m going to be involved this 

mess, I’m going to start making the moves. He removed two grenades from his belt, one frag and 

one thermal. He pulled the pins, and rolled them into the room. He closed the door, and ran. 

 He heard the loud explosion of the frag grenade and the immolating spread of fire as he 

entered the large room pictured on the map. It was the mess, and it was empty. He ran across to 

the next hallway, he dropped a smoke grenade where he stood. A confused mix of screaming and 

yelling could be heard emanating from behind. It wasn’t discernible. Though he was sure 

Captain Batiron would be railing on his men to find him. The smoke dispersed throughout the 

room, Avictus continued to the foyer, slowly. He arrived at the end of the hallway, and crouched 

at the door. There was a window on the top half of it, he peered over. No one there, alright, the 

hatch to the surface should be right behind that corner. He could hear men in the room behind, 

wandering and cursing in the smoke. They would find their way eventually though.  

 Avictus pushed open the door and a fist immediately slammed across his face, pushing 

him to the ground and causing him to drop the rifle. Without a second’s hesitation he rolled onto 

his back and flung himself to a stand. Captain Batiron had been waiting for him. Was he 

expecting this? The rifle lay several meters away now, though he noticed the captain was 

unarmed. They both assumed their chosen fighting stance; both of them were surprised to 

discover their stances were identical. Right, NSG is N8 rebranded; he will have received all of 

the same training. The captain smiled.  

 Avictus leapt toward him, feinting an uppercut and kicking the captain in the shin. 

Though he made contact, the captain parried the kick and tripped Avictus. He brought his fist 

toward Avictus’ face, but Avictus rolled in time. He took advantage of the captain’s momentary 

break in stance, and swung his legs under the unsteadied opponent. Captain Batiron fell to the 

ground. Avictus could hear the men behind him getting closer. I don’t have time for this. He 

removed his knife, and stabbed the captain in the ankle. To Avictus’ surprise, the captain did not 

react. He did not seem to notice, until he tried to get up. The leg would not allow his weight on 

it, though he made no yelps of pain. Hm. 

 Sitting on the ground, he looked at Avictus, “That wasn’t fair. Have you no honor?” 

 “I’m not the only one who fought deceptively. I bet you have fought every battle of your 

life with deception,” Avictus accused. 

 The captain smiled, “Now you know for next time. There will be a next time. That’s why 

my ankle is bleeding, and not my neck.” He looked happy. This guy is sick. 

 Avictus nodded. He left captain and climbed up the ladder, opening the hatch to the 

outdoor air. He closed it behind him. It was dark outside, though morning was on its way. He 

activated Iva. 

 “Iva, which way is south?” 

 “To your left Avictus.” 

 Avictus looked around further, his eyes were adjusting to the darkness. He saw the 

outline of a structure close by. It was a garage. Finally, a bit of luck. He ran to the garage, kicked 



in the door and hopped on a personal transport. He rode it back to the hatch, pulled out his last 

frag grenade, and set it right on top of the metal door. Well, maybe there won’t be a next time. 

Either way, they won’t be able to follow me with the only entrance caved in.  

 He had been riding for at least forty minutes. He was headed in the right direction, but 

there were still no signs of the zone’s entrance. He guessed he was close, the lack of objects 

around him indicated he was in the zone’s farmland and fields, near the entrance. The light that 

extended from his transport only gave him ten meters of visibility. He nearly drove straight into 

the lake before veering into some shrubbery. Dammit. He pushed the throttle on the transport, the 

engine turned, but there was little movement. It was caught on something. He got off the shuttle 

and equipped his flashlight. The shrubbery had wrapped itself around parts of the transport. He 

took out his knife and cut away at it. Eventually the transport was freed. He continued south, the 

lighting panels were starting to produce morning light. He could see the main gate in the 

distance. 

 By the time he reached 5-C’s main gate, dawn had arrived. He parked the transport by the 

guard’s office. He knocked on the door and entered. The irkinyan he had met yesterday was 

sitting at a desk.  

 “I have a replacement transport for the one I lost. Officer Vy can rest easy now. Please 

make sure it gets to the forward base,” Avictus said. 

 “We heard some chatter on the radio, a shuttle was shot down? What happened out 

there?” she asked. 

 Avictus paused for a moment. He didn’t know how much to tell her, how much to reveal, 

how much to hold back. Does she know Vy is dead? Finally, he settled on, “Nothing good.” He 

began to close the door, when the irkinyan spoke, “Wait!” 

 “Someone must have dropped off this package for you in the night,” she pointed to a box 

on a nearby desk. Avictus walked over and examined it, his name was written on its lid. Inside 

was Captain Tethes’ pistol, along with a note: 

 

See you on Earth. 

 

 Avictus smiled. She made it. He returned his pistol to its holster. Alright, I need to get off 

Aegis. He walked back out toward the gate, and found a remote spot. He activated Iva. 

 “Iva, I am going to record a message now. It is for Sentinel-Captain Voxin Tethes. It is 

imperative that it reaches him securely.” 

 “Certainly Avictus, recite the message please.”  

 “Ultima Conventum.” 

 “Is that it, Avictus?” Iva asked. 

 “Yes.” He was a member of the Council in 2084, I bet this won’t be the first time he’s 

heard those words. He deactivated Iva, and waited at the zone’s junction for a transport. 

  

  

Chapter 6 

 

 He could see Aegis growing smaller as the shuttle moved closer to Earth. The enormous 

space station slowly became a dot in the boundless ether behind. He turned his attention to the 

contents of the shuttle. Avictus elected to take a public shuttle to interacting with the 

government. Kreon will be taking a more active and overt approach to dealing with me. 



Accompanying him on this ride were several humans and a qorlin. The qorlin wore a vest with 

Aegis Trade and Commerce’s insignia on it; he was likely going to survey the districts for some 

commodity.  The humans appeared to be returning to Earth after touring Aegis. Most humans 

were not allowed to visit the station. But, if you were wealthy enough and had political 

connections, one could acquire a temporary pass. Avictus despised these individuals. You rich 

bastards come here to satisfy your gluttonous lifestyle, while hundreds of millions suffer on 

Earth. He could overhear parts of their conversation: 

 “Those aliens are so uncivilized. I asked for a glass of wine, and the swill they poured me 

almost made me vomit!” Wish it did make you vomit. 

 “I couldn’t believe that there were poor and homeless inhabitants! So gross. It’s enough 

that we have to deal with that on Earth!” Pretty soon, I’m going to deal with you. 

 “It’s okay honey. When we land, I’ll call in a private transport to get us through the city. 

We shouldn’t have to associate with the filth that resides outside of the private land reserves.” 

Okay, just a stern talking to. 

 Avictus stood up and walked over to where the group was sitting. He didn’t say anything. 

In their obliviousness, they failed to notice the insignias on his shoulders. 

  “Hey pal. Can I help you?” The man’s voice was argumentative. Avictus was always 

bewildered by the fact that humans seemed to gravitate toward aggression and ego when they felt 

threatened or uncertain.  

 “No,” replied Avictus. “But I am going to help you. I am going to help you understand 

that your life is a lie. You live a fairy tale, while the rest of us navigate reality. What’s worse 

than that though, is your callousness. And your lack of simple wisdom.” 

 The man who first spoke tilted his head in a confused manner, he was not expecting this. 

He retorted, “Who are you?! I’ll have you know I am an executive at Czerka Corporation. I have 

contacts all over the government. You’ll be locked up in a dark cell, praying you had stayed 

silent on your shuttle ride back to your pathetic life. Vermin, that’s what you simple folk are. 

You wouldn’t survive in my circles. You all lack refinement. But I am a caring person, so I will 

leave you with a tip before you leave and go sit back down: cleanse and groom yourself if you’re 

going to address your superiors.” 

 Avictus didn’t reply immediately. The man and his companions started goading Avictus, 

tell him to “go sit” and “be a good boy” and “we’ll give you a treat if you go away.” They fail to 

realize they are the beasts here, not me. 

 “Fair enough, it has been a few days since I was able to shower,” Avictus responded. He 

walked closer to the group’s spokesperson. “When you land on Earth, you will not be able to call 

a private transport. Nor will you be allowed to take a public transport. You will walk through the 

city, to your false utopia. Along the way, you will likely be mugged. If you treat that situation 

arrogantly, you will likely be killed. You will see sick people living on the street, empty 

buildings, broken roads. Your world is a lie, time to visit the real one.”  

 The man became a bit more serious after Avictus finished. He was starting to realize 

Avictus wasn’t a commoner. He said, “Listen, like I said before: I’m a caring person. How about 

we both forget about this incident? I’ll give you two thousand credits.” Haha, grasping at straws 

in a glass that has none.  

 “No.” 

 The man’s genuineness turned to ire at Avictus’ reply to the proposition, “Well the hell 

with you then. I don’t know who you are, so maybe you are some rank II member or a friend of a 

friend of a magistrate, but I cannot be bullied by a peon like yourself.”  



 Avictus smiled, he liked serving justice, “I don’t work for the government, and I don’t 

like anyone that I know who works for, or with, the government.” 

 “So you’re a nobody, just a jealous commoner. In fact, what were you even doing on 

Aegis?” the man demanded. 

 Avictus turned around and returned to his seat. The man called out to him several more 

times, “What were you doing on Aegis? Hm? Who are you? What were you doing on Aegis?!” 

Avictus ignored him. He traced his finger along his bracelet. 

 “Iva, send a message to Transport Traffic Control in the Capital District. I need you to 

make it look the message was sent from Sentinel Command.” 

 “I can do that, Avictus. Please recite the message.” 

 “An executive from Czerka Corporation recently visited Aegis. His conduct was 

inappropriate. We are issuing an indefinite stay on his shuttle and transport credentials, both in 

Aegis space and on Earth.”  

 Avictus deactivated Iva. He returned his attention to his seat’s window. Earth was now an 

immense blue and green marble, and Aegis was not visible. They entered the thermosphere; 

Avictus liked seeing the red-orange barrage of heat outside of his window as they zoomed 

toward the much colder mesosphere. Avictus closed his eyes, and rested for the rest of the short 

ride. We can’t stay at the resistance base for too long. We’ll have to devise a plan and move 

quickly.  

 The shuttle landed. Avictus proceeded to exit the landing pad in order to transfer over to 

local transportation. As he walked by the traffic controller’s office, he could hear the Czerka 

executive pleading for a transport. Although Avictus felt empowered by his triumph over the 

upper class, he also felt a bit bothered. It was cruel what he did. Although, . 

 The resistance base was located in the northeastern section of the Capital District. It was 

hidden in a valley that had been created when a massive explosion occurred during the third 

Great War. A small forest off of the district’s main highway guarded the bases anterior. Several 

miles past the base’s rear, was the ocean. The land between the base and ocean was completely 

unnavigable though. Spires and ledges with sharp drops spanned the area, ensuring the base was 

safe from a posterior assault.  

 Avictus requisitioned a personal shuttle, and grabbed a helmet to remain incognito. He 

left the shuttle port and began the several hour journey to the base. The port was located on the 

southern periphery of the city. Avictus decided it would be quicker to ride straight through the 

city, rather than circling it. Perhaps he would pass his new acquaintance on the way. 

 He could see the bustling city down the road. Makeshift markets were set up alongside 

the road as it moved toward the Capital City. There was a merchant selling grain and fruit, 

though Avictus knew the fruit would have been lab-made and not grown. Most fruit and 

vegetables were very difficult to grow due to the damage humanity had done to Earth. Those 

who survived the war insisted that Earth suffered the most out of all of the participants. The 

Outer Lands were even more unlivable, the chemicals used on the western front to invade the 

west coast traveled by air far across the American continent. 

 Avictus passed by another ad hoc market. This one stocked clothing, poorly made 

clothing. But it was cheap, and thus accessible to the masses. There was higher-end merchant set 

up a mile further. The shop had actual walls and a door. It appeared to trade in jewels and 

expensive clothing. A member of the military was posted guard outside to ensure that only 

sophisticated and wealthy patrons could enter. Merchants capitalizing off of Aegis shuttle traffic, 

lkmgr 



 Very few of the buildings in the Capital City were damaged. The government prioritized 

the revitalization of the capital after the war. There were many people were out and about, as the 

day was just reaching late afternoon. But, the majority of them were workers either returning 

home after their day shift or traveling to work for their night shift. Avictus knew some of them 

would be attempting both shifts, perhaps with a quick nap in between. 

 He passed a string of nightclubs and restaurants, which were sparsely populated at the 

moment. Outside of one such establishment, Avictus saw several police officers breaking up a 

fight between a drunken human man and a jurgari female. It looked like the jurgari was accusing 

the human of some deviant behavior. Though nonhumans rarely traveled to Earth, it was not too 

uncommon to see them in the Capital District. He noticed the same transport had been following 

him since he left the shuttle port.  

 Avictus decided to stop for some hydration, and misdirection. He pulled over near the 

center of the city, and locked his transport next to several others. His follower stopped too, 

nearly fifty meters behind and sat on his transport, watching. Government? Probably. Aegis 

doesn’t work that way. He didn’t realize Avictus had noticed him. Avictus walked into a nearby 

store. 

 He removed a bottle of water from the shelf, and proceeded to the counter. He asked the 

clerk, “Would you mind if I left using your rear door? I’m late to my security posting, and it 

would be quicker to move through the alleyway.” 

 The clerk nodded. Avictus took a sip from the bottle and said, “Thanks.” He peered out 

of the book door. No one there. Good. He would have to find another transport, but it was worth 

shaking his tail. He continued north as best he could, weaving through the alleyways in between 

the capital’s architecture. After traveling on foot for about an hour, he left the alleyway and 

searched the road for a transport to commandeer.  

 He found a lone transport propped against the side of a building, and had Iva break its 

lock. He was moving much faster now that he was back on the road with a transport. He had 

reached the norther section of the city. This is where much of the government is headquartered, I 

should move through as swift as possible. Though his shoulders did display the mark of a 

Sentinel, it would not have been discernible to pedestrians or onlookers given the speed at which 

the transport traveled.  

 Soon the renovated government quarter was upon him. Shiny buildings made of steel and 

composites lined the roads here. Transports were scurrying about, moving officials and 

employees throughout their daily meetings and attendances. Avictus saw the trappings of upper 

society here: tailors, law firms, banks, performance halls, and boutique shops were all 

represented in the government quarter; some of them only conducted business here. Avictus had 

stayed here many times throughout his military career. But, presently he wanted no part of any of 

it. 

 He made it through the government quarter and exited the city. From here he could 

continue north, and then shift east after about an hour. He activated Iva to assist him with 

navigation. As he traveled further from the city, the land became less arable and the trees thinned 

out. There were fields of grass, though it seemed not all of the grass was alive – there were 

brown patches everywhere. 

 There were occasional structures along the road; way stations and supply shops could be 

found every thirty miles or so. Making it to one of these locations was imperative in an 

emergency situation, if one found themselves out on the open road. Several towns could be seen 

in the distance west of the road. People were wary to settle too near the oceans given the 



invasions which led to the war. Scavenger camps were also set up in this area, though they were 

hidden from the road and required passwords to enter. As he neared the point that he was to shift 

east, he noticed there ground alongside the road had a consistent depression compared to the 

surrounding land. He elected to follow it. Something crashed here, a long time ago. He followed 

the depression, after a quarter of a mile he began to see debris lining his path. A minute later, he 

arrived at a downed jet. Wow, an old USAF F-47. There were some bones in the cockpit and the 

plane’s nose was missing, although the rest of the fuselage appeared to be mostly intact. The 

attack jet was heavily rusted; it was certainly built for and used in the war. Both of the wings 

were missing, it was unclear whether or not that happened during the crash landing, or if they 

were blown off mid-air. 

 Avictus concluded his sightseeing excursion and returned to the highway. After several 

minutes he shifted east. An hour later, the small forest came into view. He would be able to 

continue the rest of the trip on the transport, but his speed would have to be tempered in order to 

navigate the forest’s paths. The resistance had cleared several paths for their own 

maneuverability, but Avictus was only allowed familiarity with one of them. 

 The sun was falling, light was fading from the sky. The forest was thick outside of the 

path, a wrong turn would end with trouble.  He carried on for another thirty minutes before he 

noticed the forest was becoming less dense. Almost there. 

 “Halt!” a voice called out. Three resistance members appeared several meters in front of 

Avictus’ transport, rifles pointed at him. 

 “State your purpose in these woods,” a familiar voice insisted. Avictus removed his 

helmet.  

 “Well god dammit. You made it! Good to see you again pal,” Lieutenant Rayne said. The 

lieutenant informed his men to lower their weapons. He moved aside and pointed down the 

pathway. “The woods end in about a quarter of a mile. I’ll send word back that you’ll be arriving 

in a few minutes.” Lieutenant Rayne paused, he looked at his men and directed them to give him 

and Avictus some privacy. 

 “I’ve heard things,” he said to Avictus. “What the hell is going on?” 

 Avictus pat him on the shoulder, “We’ll get to that. First, I need a bath, apparently.” 

Rayne nodded, and stepped out of his way. As Avictus got back on his transport, the lieutenant 

saluted him. He saluted back. It had been a long time since he had exchanged a salute. He missed 

it. The forest cleared and the light of the resistance base became clear and vibrant. He rode to the 

main gate, and ditched the transport. 

 It was dark, but he saw a red blur coming toward him. 

 “What the fuck were you thinking? Tell me you regret leaving your sidearm behind? 

Where have you been? Ortolo has received SIGINT that the government is scouring Aegis for 

you. Sentinel Command is not giving you up though. And why the hell didn’t you have Iva send 

us a message? For all we know, you could – ” The stream of consciousness would have 

continued had Avictus not interrupted. 

 “Thank you Anní, it is nice to see you as well,” he said with a cool timbre. She smiled 

and hugged him. Woah. He did not expect that, nor did he really know how to properly deal with 

it. Genuine human contact had never been his forte, and spending the last twenty five years on 

expeditions, raids, assignments, and cases hadn’t helped hone this skill. 

 Ortolo arrived. He didn’t say anything. He circled Avictus, and shook his head. 

 “We just cleaned that suit not even a week ago. Look at this mess; blood, dirt and grime, 

there’s a piece of chain stuck in your left wrist’s gap. Did you even notice that?” He shook his 



head again. “Alright, head to the barracks. Some of the second floor’s rooms were empty. I set 

some up with supplies for yourself, and Anní. Though she has made an effort to explore 

elsewhere and get into trouble,” he said, scowling at her. “We’ll talk at dinner. Come to my 

quarters in HQ.” He walked up to Avictus and extended his hand. They both smiled and shook. 

“Oh, and Avictus. Take a fucking bath.” Maybe I was too harsh on that Czerka exec…  

 Ortolo returned to headquarters, Avictus was excited for the meal he was about to 

receive. Soldiers rarely enjoyed a dining experience. Although many Aegis Sentinels were mini-

celebrities in their own right, attending galas, opening institutions, and giving speeches – 

Avictus’ humanity precluded him from attending these types of events.  

 Avictus began walking toward the barracks. Anní accompanied him. She asked, “Well, 

aren’t you going to say anything?” 

 “Yes,” Avictus responded. “You never told me how you first got aboard Aegis.” While 

they walked, resistance members were going about their nightly business. It reminded Avictus of 

the night he had spent at the base a week prior; he just hoped this one would be less eventful.  

 “When Ortolo kicked me out of the base, I watched from afar. I camped out on a ridge 

across the valley. I saw the battle. The next morning, I saw a shuttle being prepared with 

resources – I knew it had to be going to Aegis, and I surmised you would be going with it. I 

snuck into the cargo hold. When we entered Aegis’ ring, I hit an emergency escape button and 

jumped out several seconds before the shuttle landed. An Aegis Security guard saw me, I had to -

” 

 “Kill him?” Avictus asked. 

 Anní looked horrified, “No! I told him I was working for the government on a secret 

mission, undercover. Crodolians are so gullible.” I don’t think she’s ever fired that sidearm she 

keeps. 

 “Hm. That’s some dedication,” Avictus remarked. She’s resourceful though, dangerous. I 

should keep my guard up.  

 They had reached the barracks. “My turn,” she said. “How did you get back here, after 

the shuttle crashed? I saw your leg.” 

 “That will have to wait,” he answered. “I need to gather and compose myself. It’s been a 

busy week.” 

 “That’s not fair! I answered your question,” she retorted. 

 “Yes, you did. But I first asked it two days ago. You can wait thirty minutes,” he 

smirked. She punched him in the shoulder, gleefully.  

 *** 

 The warmth of the shower was refreshing. He dried off and went to reequip his armor. It 

was gone; in its place was a box with a note on top of it: 

 

Wear this. 

 

 Inside the box was a set of dress clothing. A navy blue tunic and similarly colored pair of 

slacks were in the box. Along with undergarments and a belt. The tunic was lined with gold 

stitching, and it had a brand insignia stamped on the tag. Fancy. He begrudgingly put on the 

clothes, and walked to headquarters. 

 Avictus saw the remnants of the battle from the previous week. Bullet holes lined many 

of the buildings, and there were small craters where he had thrown the grenades. Most of the 

debris from the destroyed personnel carrier and gun truck had been cleared. The exception to this 



was the gun itself from the truck. Though it was charred, the resistance had placed it on a plinth 

in the center of the base; a message to the government, should any spy drones peruse the base. 

He approached headquarters’ main gate, a guard let him in and escorted him to the dining hall. 

On the first floor of the building, company staff were moving about; examining maps, analyzing 

data, providing support and communications for units in the field. The second floor served as the 

base’s officers’ quarters. Although platoon commanders had private bedrooms in the battalion 

barracks, company commanders and battalion leadership had large rooms on this floor.  

 The guard opened the door to the dining hall, allowing Avictus to continue on his own. 

Inside the rectangular room was a long table, fit for twenty guests. A white table cloth topped it, 

and on the table itself were pitchers of alcohol, a few appetizers, and several ornate vases of 

flowers. At the head of the table was Ortolo, he had also swapped his armor for dress. On his 

right was Major Ralin, the battalion XO. On Ortolo’s left was Captain Tando, he waved to 

Avictus and nodded his head. A few other officers sat at the table, but Avictus didn’t know any 

of them. He took a seat next to a company commander named Captain Sotil, who was on his way 

to drunkenness.  

 “Sentinel Unaré! Pleasure to meet. I am Captain Sotil, Charlie Company CO.” The 

captain extended his hand out, but he misjudged the distance and hit Avictus in the shoulder. 

Considering the attempted handshake a success, the captain continued, “You know. You outta 

come to drill one of these days. These boys could use all the help they can get. First platoon is 

okay I guess, Rayne has a pretty good handle on things. But second and third are zoos. Trouble 

enough getting enlistees to PT. You know what I’m talking about? Har har har.” 

 Ortolo interrupted, “Captain Sotil! Please, reserve your tactical discussion. Our guest 

won’t want to listen to you drone on all night about company’s mixed success.” Captain Sotil 

raised his glass and nodded his head, though he had trouble keeping the nod steady and straight. 

 The hall’s door opened. It was Anní. She too had been given a more appropriate outfit. 

She wore a jet black dress, ruby red shoes, and a dark green belt. The room turned when she 

entered, the lack of battle armor reiterated her beauty. Though this was a room full of gentlemen, 

they did not often seen women in dress. Although there were many female members of the 

resistance, including several platoon commanders, there were not many opportunities to socialize 

with them in a sophisticated setting. She strode into the room, as if time and space were her 

deputies; even in dress her aura dominated. Avictus looked at her, he could tell by her face she 

was impressed with his new outfit. She sat next to him. 

 The officer sitting across them smiled, “Hello again.” He seemed to be in a state of 

coherence, which Sotil was rapidly leaving.  

 “Hello Captain Nojeir,” she returned the greeting and turned to Avictus. Can she tell I’m 

nervous? Don’t blush, don’t blush, don’t blush. 

 “You look nice,” he said. Well that was dumb. He poured himself a glass of wine, and 

offered to fill Anní’s glass. 

 “You look, better than you did before,” she responded. The hall’s rear doors swung open. 

Several kitchen staff members brought out the evening’s first course. It was a salad comprised of 

lettuce and several other vegetables, topped with a dark vinaigrette dressing. Salad dressing and 

vegetables? Where is Ortolo getting the money for all of these niceties?  

 As the plates were being set in front of the guests, Captain Sotil addressed Captain Nojeir 

and Anní. “Too bad I was on a patrol when the comms tower went off Nojeir. You’ll have to do 

that again sometime Ms. Anní.” Though the words stumbled from his mouth, they were still 

comprehensible. 



 Captain Nojeir could tell Avictus was unaware about what they were discussing. He 

elaborated, “A few mornings ago. Around o’four, the entire base woke up to some very loud and 

vulgar music. It seems someone was attempting to send a message from the comms tower, but 

they ended up picking up the feed from a radio station. It was a classical music station, some 

artist called Guns N’ Roses. Anyway, it was obnoxious and hard on the ears. Although… it did 

get everyone out of bed in record time. The base had to endure several minutes of the song 

before someone finally made it up the tower’s controls. That someone was me, I found Anní 

desperately trying to fix the mistake.” The captain laughed, he was entertained by the incident. 

Sotil seemed amused as well. Ortolo glared from the head of the table, he must have overheard 

the conversation. Someone had to be upset about the disruption, and as battalion CO, it was 

Ortolo’s job. Avictus thought he caught the glare turn to a smile at the last second, but something 

else attracted his attention. 

 A resistance courier entered the hall, he whispered something to Ortolo who then directed 

him to Avictus. The courier handed Avictus a letter, it was handwritten: 

 

 Avictus, 

  

 President Kreon has issued a warrant for your arrest. Your government still thinks you’re 

aboard Aegis at the time of writing this message. I am handwriting it and sending it via 

resistance channels; I am not sending this in official Sentinel capacity. 

 I heard about 5-C, and I received your message. I can give you no help. But I will not aid 

the government or NSG either. 

 Good luck, and stay alive. 

 

 Captain Tethes 

 

 Avictus grabbed a candle from the table, and burned the letter under the cloth to avoid 

suspicion. Anní noticed, and he was sure Ortolo would ask about the letter later. I had hoped for 

more than that. The second course was now being served. It appeared to be duck, served with 

sides of raspberry jam and a potato. Avictus chowed down the main course, as he hadn’t had a 

well prepared meal in months. He tried to mind himself and maintain composure, though he 

wasn’t sure how successful that attempt was. 

 Captain Tando left his seat to fill the empty seat next to Captain Nojeir, across from 

Anní, “Hey Sotil, Nojeir. Did you know during the raid the other week, Avictus here saved my 

life in the med station?” 

 Sotil asked, “Is that right?” He was attempting to cut his duck, but the resistance provided 

by the meat was giving his shaking hands a lot of trouble. 

 Tando responded, “Well, sort of. There was one point in which I think I saved his life. 

But, if I had been alone in that med station when the assault occurred… well, I don’t see how I 

was going to take out five tangos by myself.” His tone became serious as he mentioned that last 

part. He raised his glass, and knocked his spoon on it a few times to attract the entire table’s 

attention. 

 “Hello all, Colonel Rund, Major Ralin. Company COs, and staff. I would like to raise a 

simple toast. Our Sentinel friend here, well without him this base which we dine in right now 

may have fallen. To the Sentinel’s, and the resistance’s friend, Avictus.” He raised his glass 

further, indicating it was time for the rest of the table to join in. 



 “To Avictus!” they reveled. Avictus nodded and smiled. He didn’t like dealing with this 

much attention; he preferred to maintain an understated presence. Alright alright, enough Tando. 

The party was enjoying the duck, and several of the wine pitchers needed refilling. Avictus 

himself only had two glasses, and Anní barely drank the one he poured. The captains however, 

were indulging without limit. Sotil had made it to drunkenness, Nojeir was downing his seventh 

glass of wine – he waited until the main course’s arrival to partake. Tando was attempting to 

coax a refusing Anní into a drinking competition. Ortolo and Ralin were chortling and slapping 

the table. The evening’s atmosphere had devolved from that of a fancy gala, to a boisterous 

barroom. Several officers who were late to the event and had sat several seats down from 

Avictus and Anní were attempting to flick projectiles into each others’ glasses. 

 Avictus realized something. Is this the first time she’s ever worn a dress? Ever had a 

glass of wine poured for her? Been invited to an officer’s dinner? Although she had yet to reveal 

anything about her past, Avictus surmised she was not from a military or government family. I 

still know almost nothing about her. 

 He decided to try, “Anní, where are you from?” Jeez, that was blatant Avictus. He hoped 

the loose atmosphere would permit to her to spill some detail. 

 “I wasn’t born here. In the districts. If that’s what you’re asking,” she responded. Her 

tone seemed guarded, though Avictus was surprised she answered at all. He didn’t need pry any 

further to figure out where she was born though. If she wasn’t born in the districts, the next most 

probable place was the Outer Lands. Interesting. 

 He tried to keep the conversation casual, “Your upbringing must have been interesting 

then? Where did your parents raise you?” Shit, that was a bad question. It’s obvious there is a 

painful history here. 

 She produced a fake smile, she didn’t like talking about this. But she was beginning to 

trust the Sentinel, “Interesting? I don’t know. I worked in a factory until I was seventeen. Started 

when I was eight. It was in District 10.” Hm, that district borders the Outer Lands. 

 She continued, “I was raised by my brother. My mother didn’t survive my birth, my 

father disappeared.” She looked sad. But it was something else upsetting her. Avictus knew she 

was too strong to still be affected by deaths and disappearances from nearly thirty years ago. Still 

though, he was regretting his line of questioning. He didn’t feel comfortable asking about her 

brother. He put his arm around her, giving her a half-hug. Is this the right thing to do? Do people 

like comfort like this? 

 Her face left behind the sad display, and she giddily asked Avictus, “And yourself? 

Where are you from? Your parents?” Should have seen that one coming.  

 “I was born in the Capital District. My grandfather fought in the war, so his son became a 

career soldier, so I became a career soldier. My father didn’t really raise me though. My mother 

did, until I left for the academy. They separated shortly after I began my training. I never saw her 

again, and he died on a mission a few years later.” Avictus thought his tone was neutral and 

emotionless, as he didn’t like expressing strong emotion in public. But Anní saw through his 

defense, she returned him a half-hug. 

 A bell rang, signaling that dinner had concluded, and dessert was to be imminently 

served. The servers brought out three large cakes, one for each section of the table. They were 

plain, sans some ice cream on their tops and edges. But even plain cakes were a treat. This is 

obnoxiously elaborate. Ortolo always did appreciate court intrigue and protocol. The guests 

enjoyed their cake very much, finishing them in just several minutes. Some of the guests were 

leaving at this point, though not before checking in with Ortolo. After several more minutes of 



casual small talk and regaling war stories from the officers, Ortolo announced that the meal had 

concluded.   

 Sotil complained, “Aww, still early sir. C’mon guys, let’s head to the barracks. See if 

some of our enlistees can drink! Har har har” Captain Sotil limped out of the hall, followed by 

Nojeir, Tando, and several others. 

 “Tando, stay,” Ortolo ordered. The medical officer nodded and returned to his seat. The 

room was now comprised of Ortolo, Major Ralin, Captain Tando, Avictus, and Anní. 

 Ortolo began, “Thank you for your patience. Follow me.” He stood up and walked 

toward the hall’s rear doors. The group entered a small hallway, toward the right was the kitchen, 

and toward the left was a stairwell. Up the stairwell and around the hall was the war room. It was 

more accurate to call it a suite, with a series of rooms. Ortolo led them to the main room, and 

pointed at a table. He stood along one of the walls, which had a large map of the districts being 

projected on to it. Everyone took their seats.  

 “I hope everyone enjoyed their meal, the last time we had a dinner like that was when the 

general himself stayed here.” Was that elaborate display for me? He shouldn’t have… 

 Ortolo continued, “As you all know, Anní and Avictus have recently tangled with the 

government. We have received a mix of details from SIGINT, and Anní herself. But Avictus, 

only you have the complete picture. Please, fill us in.” 

 “Our shuttle took a hit and crashed in Living Zone 5-C, I was injured and unable to 

escape. The attackers seemed to be looking for me, maybe Anní as well. They killed the pilot and 

one of the guards, but took me prisoner. They had set up a makeshift base in the zone, I assume 

there are others like it throughout Aegis. They treated my wound, and then interrogated me. An 

odd, and sick officer named Captain Batiron had questions for me, questions from Kreon. They 

wanted to know when I had last seen Pethos and Rordin. And they wanted to know if Anní had 

caught up to me yet.” 

 “I told him I had never seen Anní, and he told me he didn’t know where Pethos and 

Rordin were. I believe we were both lying. When he left the room, Iva provided me with some 

assistance, allowing me to escape. It ended up being a bit messier than I had hoped. When I 

returned to Earth, I was followed into the Capital City. Though, I ditched my transport and shook 

him there.”  

 “Batiron said he was with New Select Group. I’m assuming you are familiar with this?” 

he looked toward Ortolo and Ralin. They nodded. 

  “I am glad you survived Avictus,” Ortolo said. “By now though, I am sure you have 

realized that whatever it is that is happening now, you’re going to have to be a big part of it.” He 

paused as if he was going to let Avictus rebut, but he continued after a second, “Given Anní’s 

report from the archive, the disappearances of your cohorts, and the events in zone 5-C, we have 

reason to believe whatever secret lurks in the archives is significant enough to damage the 

government.” 

 “Avictus, we can help each other. I’m not asking you to join the resistance, but to work 

with us in unraveling this thread. You won’t be able to return to normality until this business is 

dealt with.” I hadn’t thought of that… when all of this is over, will it be back to mundane 

assignments and second-class treatment? I don’t want to return to normality. It was in this 

moment that Avictus realized he had not taken any fenrial in several days. His desire to indulge 

was not as fervid as he was used to. I need to stay clear anyway. And so, he forgot about his 

fenrial. 



 “I’m in, Ortolo. With any luck, we’ll take down that bastard Kreon, and his henchmen 

too,” Avictus said with confidence. Anní smiled. 

 “Good, our first lead is the archive in District 14. Though it is only rated a rank IV level 

archive, our topography does confirm Anní’s assertion that part of the archive is sectioned off. A 

small group will infiltrate the complex, break into the archive, and discover anything they can. I 

don’t want to seem presumptuous, but Avictus, you must lead the group.” 

 “Agreed, we’ll need Iva if we want to have the best chance possible,” he replied.  

 Ortolo nodded, “The rest of your team, is up to you. You have a history with Tando, I’d 

recommend bringing him, a doctor may be necessary.” 

 “Anní will come. I’d rather she didn’t, but she seems to get what she wants in the end, so 

I’d like to avoid the argument. I’ll take Rayne too, if you can spare him.” 

 “Any others?” Ortolo asked. 

 “Not for the raiding part, four is enough. But we’ll need a shuttle to drop us off and pick 

us up. I’d like a platoon to be with it at all times. I’d prefer several platoons worth of shuttles, but 

that may attract too much attention.” 

 “That is sound,” Ortolo agreed. “We’ll have Lieutenant Loronzesk’s  platoon accompany 

the shuttle. But the lieutenant will not be commanding it, I will.” 

 “You’re coming?” Avictus asked, surprised. 

 Major Ralin interjected, “Sir, I think that is a very bad idea. Send a company commander 

if you want leadership there. Hell, send me.” 

 Ortolo shook his head, “I appreciate the concern. I need to be on the ground for this 

operation. If something goes wrong, I need to be the one who is there dealing with it. I have not 

cleared this op with Vikaeris. The buck needs to stop at me, I have to run this.” 

 The major ceased arguing, he wasn’t going to convince Ortolo. Captain Tando seemed 

emboldened by the fact that the CO would be attending as well. Tando has fight in him, but he’s 

a doctor, not a soldier. I will have to keep that in mind. 

 “When do we leave?” Avictus asked. He was eager to return to action, even though he 

hadn’t rested in several days. 

 “We wait until the new moon. Three nights from tonight. We will leave here at twenty-

two hundred, and arrive in 14 by twenty-four. Spend the time you have here resting and 

preparing. I don’t know when your next chance to do that will be,” Ortolo finished. 

 “Alright, that’s enough for tonight. Tando, report to the range at o’nine for rifle and small 

unit tactical training. Anní, you may want to go as well. It’s probable that you’ll need more than 

just that sidearm of yours.”  

 “Any questions?” Ortolo asked. No one had any for the moment. “Alright, we’ll have a 

brief before we leave. Until then.” Ortolo nodded and left, Major Ralin following behind. 

 “Well, seems you saved me just to have me thrown back into the lion’s den Avictus,” 

Captain Tando joked. Though, Avictus could detect the captain’s fear. 

 Avictus assured him, “Don’t worry. You stay with me, and you listen to my orders, you’ll 

be fine.” He’s not the one I’m worried about. Tando left his seat and exited the room. 

 “Anní. When we get in there, we won’t really know what to expect. You should be ready 

to kill. Every single individual we see that isn’t Ortolo, myself, Tando, or Rayne will want to kill 

you on sight. You have to kill them first, okay? Not just for your safety, Tando and Rayne will 

be counting on you.” 



 She looked down and nodded. She really doesn’t want to kill. I like that. Avictus’ eye line 

fell below her face, and he took a quick gander at her before remembering to maintain 

composure.  

 “Good,” he smiled. “Let’s head back to the barracks, I at least need to rest. Try not to get 

into any more trouble.” They walked toward the barracks, first stopping at the med station. Anní 

wanted Avictus to tell her about the battle, so he traced his path from that night and explained 

detail by detail how he saved Tando, and perhaps the base itself. 

 When he arrived at his room in the barracks, he fell on the bed and closed his eyes. He 

hadn’t even noticed his armor had been returned, polished and cleaned. For the first time in a 

while, he slept well. 

  

Chapter 7 

 

 Avictus’ three days off were spent relaxing and exploring the base. He attended the 

trainings that Tando and Anní were receiving. He approved of their progress, though he knew 

this fireteam would not be as effective as a real one. Other skills would have to be relied on, 

Anní’s tech skills would come in handy, and Tando would be able provide immediate medical 

care. I’m going to have to rely on Rayne quite a bit. I should talk to him before we have our brief. 

Overall, he was hopeful about this operation, but he didn’t know what to expect. What if there is 

no secret? What if it doesn’t turn out to be a revelatory as we think it is? Where are Pethos and 

Rordin?!  

 His realized he was overthinking. To take his mind off of the impending mission, he 

decided to explore the base. Headquarters would have a plethora of data regarding the 

resistance’s movements, holdings, and plans. If I’m going to be working with these guys, I need 

to find out exactly how their war is going. The first floor at headquarters was very busy. 

Specialists and enlisted resistance members were analyzing live feeds from field units, preparing 

reports, reviewing data on computer screens, and monitoring the base’s defenses. 

 “Sentinel, sir!” one of the specialists sitting at a desk called out. She saluted, and Avictus 

saluted back. 

 “I have some questions about the status of the resistance,” Avictus stated. 

 She answered, “Yes sir, I will try to help. What is the question?” 

 Avictus paused, he had many questions, but he didn’t want to overload his volunteer. So 

he decided he would go with, “What is the status of the resistance?” 

 “I could talk you through it, or if you prefer to come back in an hour I can have a report 

ready for you,” she offered. Avictus nodded. 

  He decided to visit the med station in the meantime. There were several patients in the 

main room of the station, they were still recovering from wounds receiving during the previous 

week’s attack. Two of them appeared to be comatose. I wonder what they did with that prisoner. 

Although, I could probably guess. 

 He walked into the hallway, passing the supply closet where he had killed two 

scavengers. In the staff room was Captain Tando, along with several medical assistants. 

  
 


